Cadkey Inc. Unveils New Business Strategy
By John Hayes
Cadkey Inc.

Cadkcy has announced a new business and distribution
strategy designed to dramatically extend its reach into new
markets. Cad key intends to expand its market for computer
aided design (CAD) and related softv,are by positioning the
company as a "software publisher" and including many new
business, professional and consumer users. Based on a rombination of new products, mass market pricing, and expanded
distribution, key elements of the plan are accelerated new
product introductions and multiple original equi pment manufacturer(OE.'I1) agreements.

New Products
Multiple product offerings playa large part in Cadkey's
new strategy. According to President and CEO Livingston
Davies, "We plan to offer many CAD and related software
titles developed by Cadkcy and other companies. Over the
nC:l:t few months, we will release morc than 10 CADKEV®
and related software titles. The keys to Cadkey's new positioning as a publishing house are popular prices and increased
software selection for the worldwide, enterprisewide engineering office environment."
Davies also noted that Cadkey Inc., in addition to reaching
new types of users, intends to continue developing sofrn'are
for its traditional AEC and mechanical markets. To support

the accelerated product rollout schedule, Cadkey has more
than doubled its product development suff by outsourcing,
utilizing offshore software development organizations.
OEM: agreements are a major part of Cad key's plan to offer
multiple software titles. The rompany signed its first OF.t\1
rontrnct with HighRES Inc. of La Jolla, Calif., in December
ofbst year. The HighRES® product generates a 3D surface
model of a physical object. HighRES will affect a ",'ide variety
of industries, from manufucmring and industrial design to virmal reality and 3D effects for motion pictures. More will follow throughout 1996.
In addition, several new products (DataCAD 7.0, CheapSee CAD KEY, page 4 ¢
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Protect Yourself Against New Techno-Crime
Memory market demand gives rise to innovative theft
By Robert Basile

A

dozen well-dressed lllen calmly walk into the front lo.bby of a
large corporation. Employees logically assume they're legitimate businessmen on their way to a meeting. Surprismg
everyone, the "suit-and-tie executives" suddenly pull out
automatic weapons and order employees to lay on the floor. In a few
terrifying minutes, they pillage the company's romputers, remove
valuable memory chips and flee with components with an estimated
value of $5-$12 million!
This is nota scene ftom aJames Bond film ora storyofintemational intrigue. The event actually occurred recently at a company in
Irvine Calif. It is just a small part of an expanding phenomenon called
"techno-crime." In fact, in California's Siliron Valley alone, it is estimated that $ 1 million in components are lost to techno-thieves each
week.
According to the Technology Theft Prevention Foundation in
Climon, N.J., overall costs to electronics and insurance finns worldwide are approaching a staggering $8 billion a year and are expected
to soar to $200 billion by the year 2000. The Foundation was started
by insurance rompanies which, after paying out millions in computer

theft claims, wamed to develop ways to curtail the rising techllo-crime
wave.
The FBI and other law enforcement agencies which work with the
Foundation say that techno-crime can come in many forms. Outright
theft, as blatant as the armed robbery described above, is the most
obvious. Other types ca n be difficult to identify and have prices that
can't be quantified. Nevertheless, they rost consumers and manufacturers lots of money every year.
l\1isrepresentation of product quality and functionality is an
example of a less-obvious crime. Consumers attracted to flashy packaging may think they're getting a good deal, but, they're frequently
getting ripped-off. The product may not live up to the claims on the
box. Or it is nOt uncommon for the product inside to have not been
manufactured or assembled by the company shown. Consumers need
to know who the real manufacturer is and that it is a reputable company.
RANl memory is another example. Because SLM..\1s comprise up to
50 percent of a computer system's cost and provide much of the computing power, the quality of memory is extremely important. This has
See MEMORy' page 9 ¢

CAM gives shop flexibility to
program iobs others can't touch

By John Boone
President
eNC Products NY Inc.

A

s every shop knows, the lllOre flexible you are, the
more business you get. My company, CNC Products
of Highland, N .Y., routinely accepts jobs other shops

must turn down. A recent example of this type of project was
a complic.lted digital camera housing that contained hundreds
of surfaces with vcry difficult intersections. This project had
been turned down by several competitors before we were
asked to program and machine the housing.
Our Windows-based CAD/CAM software gave us the
edge we needed. The programming system we use is Mastercam from CNC Softw11re Inc. of Tolland, Conn. It let us
quickly generate gouge-free tool paths for the entire part and
made it easy to verify the path to ensure an accurate end
result. The whole process took only about one week and provided suustantial savings compared to the alternative of using
a fJr more expensive workstation-based system.
The part, from Leaf Systems of Southboro, Mass., was
designed to house a camera that produces very high resolution
digitized color images without film. Design ronsultant Dave
Crabbe, of DKC Associates in Auburn, Mass.,
di,,,,,d ,"gin,w S,m Niooon ond Eddi, Mo,reale who designed the housing. The housing is
approximately 6 inches deep, 5 inches wide, 4
inches high with .OSO thousandths per inch nomi-

the cavity and against the side walls. Almost all the surfaces on
the part were drafted in several directions. One particularly
difficult area involved bosses that protrude out of the base of
the housing, which was itself a large radius, not a flat surface.
Nickson CJ'cated the gcometry in CADKEY and then went
to severJl outside contractors to have it machined. None were
able to produce an NC program that would cut the part withSee CAM. page 9 ¢
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faces, making it very complex. Fine details on the
interior made it necessary to have liS-inch and
1I16-inch ball nose end mills extending deep mto
~

The housing was modeled in polycarbonate
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Hot Web Sites for (ADD
By Claudia Martin

The Web is becoming more of a significant source of information on CAD every
day. Here are a few sites I've become aware of
lately. If you know of others, e-mail

Come Fly With Me
A cool tool for "flying" through a 3D
database (via DXF, 3D Studio and others)
using the key pad may be downloaded from

http://urww.11Iia·ollf,1·een,com.A!1l0U5e-driven
version is available for $200.

dllfldifl.111I1rtnl@I)JI-rll1l1p.ior.co1!l.

CAENET Supplements CAE Magazine
CAENET, an on-line supplement to
Computer-Aided Engineering magazine, has
joined the Web at brrp://www.penloJI.(llIlllme.
In addition to late-breaking indusuy and
technology news (updated every Monday), it
contains CAE's entire annual directory of
CAMlCAMlCAEll)DM products and services, the CAE Phone Book, popular past
articles and column:; from the mag-Jzine, a
CAlendar of events and links to other sites.
Daratech Inc.
The bttp:llwww.dtli"lltecb.coJllsite includes
detailed infomlation about its conferences and geneI'al indust!),
infonnation by the renowned
research org-ani7..ation.

A Viewing and Markup Package
hrrp:/lwurJ).(ltc.(1l111 is offering a free download of ForRevicw Lite Express, a full working, viewing and markup package for Windows. It is a large file and takes a while, but
works well.
OS/2 Warp Buffs or Wanabees
The following is posted at

http://wurt.V.flllsthl.ibm. clllll/psiufo r/ d 1"l!95.htm/
- "Want to know if your hardware will work
with OS/2 Warp? \Vant to know how to
uninstall Wmdows 95? Want to have OS/2
\Mlrp and \oViudows 95 co-exist on your computer?" There's also downloadable software

called ]U5t Add OS/2 Warp (a k a Disaster
Recovery Kit 95) that will analyze your hardware and advise about your options for
adding \Varp to you existing system. It also
will explain how to add Warp to an existing
WIndows 95 installation, so you can do some
side-by-side comparisons.
The Copyright Office

The U.S, Copyright office Web page
(gopher://II/(l/lIr1.llK.gov: 70/11Iropyrighllrtgis/otbtJ)
is filled with all the copyright la'\\'$ and
explanations most people could ever want.
One section is specificaHy dedicated to
"Architecrural Works." You can obtain your
own copy of the updated copyright laws
pertaining to architectural projects off the
architectural section of this Web site.
On Line Magazine of Interest
3D Artist and the on-line v:ersion (a listserv) called Tess Tllles at http://www.

3d{ll"tist.CQ1It. Most issues have at least some-

thing about either architectural CADD softor a technique for modeling or render~
mg.

~ re

Summaries of MIT Projects
The Massachusetts Institute of Techno10gy's CADLab at http://cndlab.tllit.edu/,
famous for leading the way to new CAD
tcchnologies, provides summaries of its projects.
Nifty Rendering Software
MDW Systems Inc. at
hnp:llwww.lIItiwsi.co1llIoffers a high-perfor-

mance 32-bit 3D modeler and rendering
package for WIndows that comes highly recommended. Phone 800/325-1427; In Canada 519/432-7577.
Last but not least
Cadkey's Web page is http://www.cadkey.com.

CAD Shows
1996
AUTOFACT WEST '96
March 25·28
Los Angeles Convention Ctr Los
Angeles, Calit
Information: 800/733-4763

EASTEC - Advanced
Productivity Exposition
May 21-23
Eastern States Exposition Clr
West Sprillgliehl, Mass.
Information: 3131271-2861

AlA Expo '96
May 10-12
Minneapolis Convention Clr
M)nneapolis/SI. Paul, Minn.
Information: 617/859-4475 or
fax 617/8594354.

CAT '96
(Computer Aided Technologies)
International Conference on
Rapid Product Development
June 10-11
Stuttgart, Germany
Information: 49-711-2589-302
or fax 49-711-2589-555

Almost as easy as pushing a button,
the D-M-E Ultimate~ Mold DeSign
System can save you hundreds of
design hours while enhancing the
quality of your molds. Here's how:
• Automatically creates mold bases and components.

Locations and clearance holes are continually updated in all
views as components are added, altered or moved.

Flexible and affordable.
Ultimate can be fully integrated with CADK~ or Auto~
host CAD systems. Easy to use, easy to customize with on·
screen menus. And Ws all yours for a PC-level price--which
makes your next step almost automatic. Gall for details or
for our newly enhanced demo disc now at the toll-free
number below. Or doWnload the demo directly from the
D-M-E MDLDWARE BBS at (810) 398-6035.

• Automatically updates section view and plate detail
drawings.
AlEJC Systems '96
June 18-20
Anaheim Convention Center,
Anaheim, Calif.

American Design Drafting Asso·
ciation
Annual Technical Conference
June 20·21
Anaheim, Calif.
Information: 301/460·6875
or fax 301/460-8591
e-mail ADDAat1@aol.com

AUTOFACT '96
Nov. 12-14
Cobo Center, Detroit, Mich.
Information: 8001733-4763

• Automatically creates a bill of materials.
• Automatically generates a hole schedule corresponding
to your plate details.
• Automatically creates cavity pockets, slide pockets and
waterlines from menu selections.
• Provides highly automated hot runner design capabilty.

Creates a true 3-D data base.
Ultimate gives you the simplicity of a 2-D mold design system with the full associativity normally found only in 3·D
systems. Forget cumbersome, time consuming 3-D mold
design. Ultimate has full parametrics built into a 2-D environment--the way YOU design molds.

Intelligent, feature-based software.
Using built-in design rules, Ultimate knows the function and
typical position of components. Add support pillars, for example, and they're automatically placed in the ejector housing.

D-M-E

-

Prlrtof th. F.Irr;hildCorpor.rion

O-M-E Company
29111 Stephenson Highway
Madison Heights, MI 48071
Call toll-free: 1·800·321·3632
(Mon. -Fri. BAM-8PM E.TJ
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CADKEylN THE NEWS
• OEM A g reement with Hig hRES
Cadkey recently announced an OEi\{ agreement with HighRES
Inc. ofLaJoHa, Calif. T his business development marks the emergence of Cadkey's new "software publishing" businc5S and its distribution strategy to offer multiple software titles for the worldwide,
enterprisewide engineering office environment.
HighRES is 3D modeling software for replicating physical
objects. The complete system consists of the HighRES software,
CADKEY, FastSURF and a 3D digitizer. HighRES utili7.cS Cadkey's
architecture for the MicroScribe 3D from Immersion, which turns a
digitizer into a 3D mouse. Engineers, scientists and creative professionals can generate a three-dimensional smface model of a physical
object using a PC and the Micro$cribe, which provides user-defined
3D coordinate data to the computer. Special viewing feamres allow
the user to observe the captured 3D data from any viewing perspective.
The point data is processed in CADKEY ~nd then can be p~ssed
on to a surface modeling progr.Ull for surface definition. The 3D
model can be output via IG£S or DXF to ~ v~riety of digital application products. For rapid prototyping, moldmaking ,md manllfacmring ap pliC".ltions, thc model C,HI be sent via IGES to a CNC or stereolithography machine to create a physical model.
The H ighRES solution addresses ap plications in a variety of
ind ustries, from automotive, aerospace, replic<ltion, 1ll<lnufucturing
and ind ustrial design to entertlinment, virtual reality, animation,
television ~nd motion pi(."ture 3D special effects. HighRES is available in three versions.
HighRES fnc.'s director, Braxton Carter, states, "Our product is
the bi-directional g-ateway between the physical world and the digital
world. It is easy enough for an artist to use, but powerful enough to
take on the ch~lIenges of the aerospace industry. Our price/pcrformance is redefining affordabili ty for industries utilizing replication
technology and opens the door to many companies which could not
afford the investmenr in the past. ~
HighRES Inc., a privately held finn, develops, manufacmres, markets and supports productivity-enhmtcing replication products worldwide. HighRES clients include M,lttel Toys, Walt Disney l(l1ngineering, Taylor Made Golf and XCORPINASA.
According to Cadkey President and CEO Livingston Davies,
"Over the next few months, we will release more than 10 CADKEY@andrelatedsoftwaretitles.HjghRESlnc. is a key participant
in the launch of our new distribution strategy. HighRES is a powerful
PC-based repliCition solution ~nd will c.'(rend our reach to new rypes
of CAD users."
HighRES can be contacted in bJolla, Calif., at 6 19/459-9027 .

• Dat aCAD Image Se lls Computers
A Tri-Star Computers ad recently published in the most recent
issue 000 D esign magazine uses a 3D image created in DataCAD 4
and the first version of David Pendery's Rcnderman by Bill Riseman.
The image of an ancient temple from Gebel Barkel was part of an
archeological project. The image is Clptioned as Exploring Ancient
Architecture, produced by the Graphic A1chemy Interactive.
http://www.shadow.netl-akhemy/.
3D Design is published by Miller-Freeman, San Francisco, Calif.,
4151905-2200.

PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE
By LIVINGSTON DAVIES. PRESIDENT. CAD KEY

Expanded Opportunities

Cadkey Inc. recendy announced
that we are pursuing a business
model which substantially broadens
our product line. Many people in
the Cadkev community have asked
about the implications'of this
change on our CAD technology
developmcnt and on our
VARlDealer distribution channel.
Cadkey Inc. remai.ns committed
to providing productivity-enhancing design tools with leading edge
capabilities. Over the past two
months, we have significantly
increased our product development

C a d key

staff and have a nwnber of
interesting new features in
progress for both DataCAD
and CAD KEY for Windows,
our two flagship prodllcts.
But in addition to continuing
dcvelopment on our flagship
products, we intend to dramatically expand the range of products offered by Cadkey Inc. to
include other products im pomnt
in the design or engineering office.
Some of these products will be
developed by Cadkey Inc and some
will be developed by technol ogy
parmers. All of these product~ will
continue to be available through
authorized Cadkey resellers ami
will contribute to your productivity.
Our challenge is to flesh out this
suite of products :md make sure
they work with sufficien t comp~ti
bility to assure significa nt end-uscr
productivity improvements.

I am pleased that within the pasr
two months Cadkey has released a
number of new products including
DataCAD 7 (with multi-scale plotting) and SoftEngine 3D (3 D Display List technology for dramatic
graphics speed improvements in
CADKEY for \\Tindows).
We also have announced an
OEM relationsh.ip with HighRES
Inc. for incorporation of CAD KEY
technology into Highlight, Shop,
and Studio, their new line of 3D
repliC":lti on softw~re. In addition,
our new Advnnced Modeler is currently in beta testing and can be
download ed in beta form from our
Web site (w.uw.cndkey.ro1ll).
Product development is moving
nicely, and we believe thar our
expanded product set will serve
customers, VARS and educators
well. Look for further de."elop-

copy. Cadkey's total unit sales
increased sevenfold when the company re-priced its products in line with
other Windows business software. In
the last year, CADKEY's user base
has increased over 50 percenr.

customers to be turned over to the
VAR channel by offering low-end
products through ID..1SS marketing
channels. For example, a low-end
version of DataCAD (PlanDesigner)
is now sold in selected Home Depot
outlets for $49. The company
expects the l nternet lllay becollle a
viable distribution channel in the
coming year, especially for software
updates. Some Cadkey products can
be ordered di rectly through its
\Vorld Wide Web page.

from Page 1

ware-CD tools for Dat:lCAD users,
Plan Designer for the hOIlIe craftsman, and CADKEY 3D Display List)
all were shipped in December.
Cadkey intends to focus its development efforts on the Windows 95
and NT operating systems.
Mass-Market Pricing
Cadkey intends to further increase
market share by lowering the price of
CADKEY 7 for Windows version J
from $795 to $495. This version is
ideal for general purpose CAD applications, such as creating technical
illustrations. The current version
(CADKEY 7 for Windows version 2),
which includes modllies for drafting
and surrncing, will remain at $795.
Cadkey pioneered "mass-market"
pricing of professional, industrialstrength CAD nearly two years ago
when ir dropped the price of its flagship CADKEY and DataCAD products from thOllSands of dollars per
copy to a few hundred dollars per

Expanded Dis tri b ut io n
Cadkey plans to expand its valueadded reseHer channef and is actively recmiting VARs and corporate
resellers. Accordi ng ro Davics,
bro~d availability of Cadkey's products is a services revem.le opportunity for VARs. "Suppon, training and
consulting services offer the best
profit margin to VARs. CADKEY is
committed to providing products
that will allow a VAR to maximize
profitability by providing opportunities for high-margin corollary services."
The VAR channel will be supplemented with retail, direct mail and
Internet distribution. According to
Davies, Cadkey will develop more

More Cadkey
Dealers

(ADKEY INC. PRICE LIST
EIliClMTKlOUGKM.u0l 31

U.S. 1Canada Master Price List (U.S. Dollars)
To o rder, contact your local authorized CADKEYjDataCAD dealer or call the CADKEY Sales Dept at 203-298-8888.

Suggested Retail Price

Suggested Retail Price
CADKEY 7 FOR WINDOWS
CADKEY I Windows (3-1/2" or CD ROM) - SRP

795.00

CADKEY UPGRADE CONTRACTS - (12 MO. )
CADKEY Professional (Upg rades for CADKEY and Ana lysis.

CADKEY
CADKEY Professional 7 (3- 1/2)

1595.00

CADKEY 7 DOS (3-1 /r )

795.00

CADKEY light 7

Advanced Modeler)

$

350.00

$

250.00

North East Wisconsin Technologies
Bernard Starzewsk
Manitowoc, W I
414/684-6565

249.95

Computer Aided Technology
Bob Konczal
3100 Dundee Road, Suite 910
Northbrook, 11
708/498-9600

495.00
DataCAD & Dat aCAD UPGRADES

4

( 3-1/2~

SOFTWARE FOR EDUCATION

DataCAD 7

EduCAD Ame rica Program - DataCAD & CADKEY

DataCAD 7 Upgrade

Call fo r Program Details/Costs

Estimator
TOUCH-U P Mac ro

(Co ntact: Pete Ma ncini, Cad key Education Dept.,
203-298-6420 or FAX 203-298-6590) Call fo r Quote
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Two Cadkey dealers were inadvertantly omitted from the list of
dealers published in the December
issue of KeySolutions Journal. They
are:

CADKEY 7 DOS & WINDOWS

99.95

Advanced Modeler (Windows/DOS)

New OEM Op po rtu n ities
CADKEY's low-cost, easy-to-use
developer's tools and large user base
(195,000) should attract new thirdp~rty developers and Of.J\1 arrangements. CADKEY supports CADKEY LISP and Cadkey Dynamic
Extensions (CDEs). Developer ki ts
can be obtained by calling Cadkey
at 800/394-223 1 or downloaded
from Cadkey's V\Teb page:
bttp://W71JW.cadkeY·CQ1Il.

BLOCKER Macro

or CD ROM)

99.95
99.95
95.00
95.00
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Monitor Round-up

large Monitors Clear
Up The

Productivity Picture
By Claudia Martin

ViewSonic SonicTron PTa1

If you spend many hours each day in front of
your CAD system, a large format monitor (20inch or larger) could very well be the best productivity investment you make. In fact, many
experts maintain that cutting costs and using
smaller monitors will cost you more in the long
ron. A large format, high-resolution monitor can
save you hours of panning and woming. It also
can minimize eye strain and fatigue.
Still, lO-inch or larger monitors are priceyconstituting a major investment ranging from
$1,500 to $3,000. The good news it that today's
monitors are well-built and reliable. In fact, the
monitor probably will outlast every other component of your CAD system. You can expect it to
last from four to six years, so choosing wisely is
in order.
Features for CAD
The accompanying detailed glossary should
help you find your way around JUonitar spec
sheets and sales literature. In general, the most
important considerations for CAD are resolution, refresh rate and bandwidtll. The monitor
you select should be capable of 1280 x 1024 resolution or better. It also shonld have the smallest
Jot pitch (at least .28mm and .26mm is better)
and tlle highesr refresh rate you can afford.
Refresh rate is the measurement of the number of times the screen is lit and relit. The higher
the refresh rate, the less flicker you see. Flicker is
the quickest path to eye strain and fatigue. The
refresh rate is determined by both horizontal and
vertical scan frequencies. Larger and brighter

--
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Type
Ix3
]X'>
-I.x3
.txt.)
]XJ~

2xJ~

4x32
:-\x32

Pins

Size

30
30
30
30
7272
72
72

IVIB
1MB
4V1B
4V1B
4MB
8V1B
16V1B

$21/1B

32\t1B

(509) 299-5502
Memol)' prioes are volatile, and are subject to chllnge "ithout notice. CalJ for detaiL..

ORCI124S0N REPlY FORM
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monitors show more flicker and will show images
better if you have a higher refresh rate. However,
people have different sensitivities to flicker.
Those with good night vision are more sensitive
and may need a refresh rate as high as 95 Hz.
Far years, the minimum refresh rate was 60 Hz.
Now the minimum is 70Hz. The higher the
refresh rate, the better the image.
Resolution is th e measurement of the number
of dots per inch (DPI) on the screen both horizontally and vertically. A resolution of 1280 x
1024 is one commonly used for CAD work,
although a few users prefer 1200 x 1600. With
brger screens and higher resolutions, you need a
higher refresh rate. For example, in the 15-inch
monitor category, make sure your monitor has a
60 Hz refresh rate or better at 1280 x 1024 resolution with an auto-scan range of 3064 klh. 17inch models should have a 75Hz rate of uetter at
1280 x 1024 resolution with an auto-scan range
of 30-82 kHz.

liyama Vision Master8221E

MAG lnnovision MX21F

A few final observations and words of
advice:
• Get the very best yO\I can afford.
• Plan for the future by buying up, not down,
in quality and features.
• Don't buy just from the specs. Try out the
monitor if possible or at least visit where you can
see one being used in an application similar to
yours.
. • Find out ahout service and support.
• Choose a reliable product. Look at the reliability racing. Look for a display with at least
50,000 to 70,000 hours demonstrated (not calculated) MTBF (mean time between failures).

Mitsubishi Diamond Pro

Affcndah)(', real time :JD Input IS a v.ulllhie r ight nll\\ SoftWorld
I ntcrnatllmlll hus taken the hest prodUcts from i<:uro[w .md the
Unltl'd Stutes and combined them In.m IIffllldnbh',
Intmtn.e p,lCk.lge th.lt y ou c.m UM' nll\\~

r~-'

The RevPoint 3D Systems is a complete package that provides real time
3D input with all of the software
you'll need for Reverse Engineering,
Rapid Prototyping, 3D Modelling, or
Design. As simply as you would use a
tablet stylus, place the 3D probe on
the surface of an existing part and
you are now working in 3D.
ORClE 244 ON REPLY fORM

Hand held Flexibility
Portable
Stable, interactive input
0.005 "resolution, 0.012~ accuraey
Low cost
Easy to use real time input and
commands (of course it's fully compatible with Cadkey)
You'll be surprised at how affordable
the RevPoint 3D System is. Call today
for a free brochure and priee list.

SoftW 4ij) rid

INTERNATIONAL

~h

\ V,\m'!nll!n!l 1111,1,181.1'

,#~,~~,

133 admiral Street, Bridgeport, CT. 06601,
USA, Tel.: (203) 367.7789 Fax. : (203) 367-$331
European office: SoftWorldAps.
Tel.: 45 45 41 00 77 Fax.: 45 42 42 03 88
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By Cla udia Martin

Play
Hardware compatibility
makes life
a whole lot easier

Plug and Play is a buzzword you hear a lot
these Jays. It is a compatibility concept proposed
bv Microsoft and introduced with "Windows '95.
. Plug and Play is designed to allow the PC systcm to recognize all hardware components
through automatic exchange of infoTmation and
set the system up appropriately without human
intervention. The goal is to simplify the installation of peripheral devices on the PC and optimize
their performance.
VVlIen it becomes widespread, it will help solve
those old PC blues - you know, the difficulties
encountered when setting up, expanding, or
upgrading a PC system. Ideally, it will reduce the
need for technical support, lower overall setup
costs and improve ease of use for overall
improved performance.
In the meantime, it's sort of hit and miss,
because all the devices in a given loop mUSt he
equipped to play the game. For instance, if you
buy a Plug and Play monitor, your video card
must also be so equipped. Plug and Play peripherals usually have a memory device built into the
unit. Monitor manufacturers can build different
amounts of information into their product.
Plug and Play monitors communicate with
video cards at several levels. At the most basic level of Plug and Play, the monitor identifies its
model, screen size, horizontal and vertical timings
and polarity. This basic data can be augmented to
include infonnation specific to each individual

resolution supported by the monitor, as well as
color temperature and many other settings. The
degree of user benefit is proportional to the
amount of information the vendor builds into the
monitOr and how it is utilized. The more detailed
the infonnation sent to
the PC system, the better
the perfonnance advan-

"""',

Plug and Play

The new Plug and
Play standard has been
endorsed and evangelized
by influential industry
players, including Compaq and Microsoft. Most
monitor vendors have
developed products to
support Plug and Play.
Because of this wide support and because of its
obvious benefits, Plug
and Play will become a
capability desired by
uset'S. It won't hurt to
buy a Plug and Play monitor now, even if your current video card won't
play. When you upgrade to Windows '95 and get
a new video card, you'll be ready.
The next several years should see the number
of devices with these capabilities expand quickly
and it definitely will make every PC user's life
easier.

is endorsed

and evangelized

by the industry'S
big players

Hilathi
SuperSean
Pro-2 1

liyama
Vision
Masltr8221f

MAG lnnovision
MX21F

Milsubishi
Diamond
Pro 21TX

MuitiSyne XP21

PonosoRie
PanaSyne/
Pr02192P

Smile ln,'1
CA2111

VlewSonk
Sonidron"
PT81

.22mmbolizootol
.26mmsllGdowmask
Flat Square tube

.28mm

.28mm

.30mmoperluregrilfe

.28mm

.25mm

.28mm

Flat square tube

Flat square tube

Flat square tube

Flat square tube

Flat Square tube

Flatsquoretube

.30 aperture
grille
Verlicallynat

Technology

Invarsbadowmask

.FSTshadowmaslt

Invarshodawmask

aperluregrilie

Invarsbadowmmk

Invarshodowmask

Invorsbadowroosk

aperluregrille

Resolutions

1280xl024@80Hz
1600x12(){)@68Hz

128OxlG24@87Kz
1600x1200@76Hz

1280xl024@76Hz
1600x1280@60Hz

128Oxl024@80Hz
1600x1200@75Hz

1280xl024@76Hz
160Ox12G0@70Hz

1280xl 024@77Hz
1600x1280@62Hz

128Ox1024@75Hz
160Ox1280@66Hz

l280xl024@85Kz
1600x1200@73Hz

frequencies
Horizontal
Verticol
Bandwidth

31·85 KHz
50·160 Hz
160Mnz

24.8·94 kHz
50·160 Hz
200 Mhz

30·82 kHz
50·120 Hz
135Mnz

30·93 kHz
50·152 Hz
180 Mhz

31·89 kHz
55·160 kHz
190 Mhz

30·82kHz
50·1 60kHz
135Mbz

3G-82 kHz
5G-l00kHz

3G-92kHz
50·120Hz
200Mhz

SueenCoating

AnIi·staticAR.coat

Anti·glarel
staticsurioce

Anti·glare/
static surface

Anti·glare
onti-staticsurfoce

M,A/r(OClI)

AGRAcooting·onti-glare
anti·refledion/static

ARASCooting

ARAGAnti·glofe
coating

Spe<ialFtaturu

On-screendiSjlloy

Zero Border
Ovefscaneliminotesimoge

Diamond Match Colar

ACCESS.bus
On·SaeenManager;
(olofcalibration

DQ·DAFGun; moire
redudion;lw<I-computer
coonertor;self·test fulldion

Convergencea~ ustmen!

View makh color
(ootrols; Super
(ontrastsaeell

V"
V"
V"

V"
V"
V"

V"
V"
V"

V"

NE<

SUHII.lllriHtH
Dot Pilch

Smallest depth 01
Oversoon eliminateslxKde~;
19.3'; norizootol 94 kHz
31 mil:rllpl'ocessarpresets;
scan rote; highest
colorrolibrotioo; moire redUdion refresh rate available

(alibration;on·screend~play

IxKde~;(oIOftemperature

con!rolsyslem;Diamond
contrnk: redlblue/gretnlevels cantraldisplayadiustment
N,

HGMhz

72J11e·set &user r!elined
modes;lCDstatusdisploy;
/uligeametri(cOI1trols
N,
N,

Plug&Play
Soflware Controls
DigitalConlrols

V"
V"
V.

V"
V"
V"

Yes-optional
V"

Eminions
EnergySlandards

MPR·II
Enefgy Star &VBA DPMS

IIIPR·II
NUTEK& VESADPMS

MPR·1I
Energy Star &VESA DPMS

MPR·II
EnergyStor, NUTEK
&VESADPMS

MPR·II
EnergyStor,NUTEK
&VESA DPMS

MPR·II
Enefgy Star &VESA DPMS

MPR·11
EnergyStor&VBADPMS

Teo

WarranlY

3·yr paris &labar

3·yr parts &labor
48·hrfeplocement

3·yrparts/2{RT/I Jabor
Extended available

3-yr paris &Iobor

3·yr CRT,parls &labor

3-yrparls& lobor,lyr
onsile; 4B·hrreplocement

3·yr ~mited

3·yr parts&lobor
48·hrreplocement

Suggested ReiaU

51,995

52,049

52,199

52,199

52,299

51,999

51,825

S2,495
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V"
V"
V"
Energy Star
DPMS

A
A/G Anti-glare screen treatment.
Aperture grille A type of monitor
screen made up of thin vertical
wires; said to be less susceptible to
doming than iron shadow masks.
A/R Anti-reRective screen treatment. A high-quality treatment, but
touching is a no-no, and wipe-downs
should be made only with recommended deaners.
A/S Anti-static screen treatment;
prevents shock and keeps screen free
of dust.
Bandwidth In addition to phosphor pitch , bandwidth is a major
factor in resolution and the ability of
the monitor to display fine detail.
Technically, the maximum frequency
of color signal that can be displayed,
referenced in MHz. The higher the
resolution you are running, the higher the bandwidth requirement.
Color temperature Selection that
determines the overall cast of a display. 9,300 degrees Kelvin is good
in Ruorescent light environments;
6,500
degrees Kelvin is preferable under
incandescent lights.
DDC Plug and Play compliant
A DOC-compliant monitor can transmit an identifier to the system's video
card, after which the maximum
refresh rates of the cord and the
monitor are synchronized and video
output is optimized. Both the system
and the monitor must be DOC-compliant for this to work.
Degauss A feature that disperses
the stray magnetic field that can
interfere with a monitor's image darity. Avoid pressing the degauss button multiple times in succession. It
need only be pressed once.

GLOSSARY OF MONITOR TERMS
corners. Compare with vertically flat
tubes (such as Trinitron) whose
screens curve at the sides (and which
are said to produce crisper images).
Geometric distortion controls
Let you adjust irregularities in the
shape of the monitor's image, including tilt, trapezoid, parallelogram,
and pin cushioning.

most obvious in images filled with
solid color.

limit of 2.5 milligauss on ELF at
about 12 inches from the screen.

MPR II A Swedish standard that
specifies a limit of 2.5 milligauss on
ELF emission when measured at
about 20 inches from the screen.

Vertical linearity A control that
allows you to set spacing consistently
across the monitor. Thus, a shape
intended to have a l-inch diameter
will have a l -inch diameter wherever it appears.

Invar Screens made of this allow
resist doming and consequent image
degradation.

Shadow mask A type of monitor
mask that has small holes punched
through it. light shines through these
holes to illuminate the monitor's
phosphors. Originated with RCA's
television screens.

ISO 9421 An image quality standard that addresses screen adjustments and controls, character placement and size, glare, iitter and Rick-

Silica High-quality, sprayed and
baked-on anti-glare treatment. look
for thin film, because thick film can
couse muddied images.

Moire pattern Wavy distortions,

TCO~92 emissions standard
A Swedish standard that specifies a

Vertical refresh rate The number af times the monitor redraws its
screen every second. A too-low
refresh rate con result in Ricker,
causing eyestrain.
VESA Display Power Man-

agement System (VESA
DPMS) A system that results in
power consumption of less than 1.5
watts during a monitor's inactive
periods

CADKEY COLLEGE

-

Spring 1996 Enrallment Deadline: March 10, 1996
Instructor: Dr. Michael Leesley
CAD KEY College offers the one-day course "Advanced 3D Design' at these locations
San Diego, CA
Los Angeles, CA
San Francisco, CA
Seattle, WA
Portland, OR

Monday, March t 8
Tuesday, March 19
Wednesday, March 20
Thursday, March 21
Friday, March 22

Atlanta, GA
Houston, TX
Dallas, TX
Denver, CO
Phoenix, AZ

Monday, March 25
Tuesday, March 26
Wednesday, March 27
Thursday, March 28
Friday, March 29

Curriculum
Doming Results when on iron
shadow mask overheats, causing
image distortion.
Dot pitch/ stripe pitch The distance (diagonal on shadow mask,
horizontal on aperture grille)
between two phosphor dots of the
some color (meosured in millimeters).
A crisper image results from smaller
pitch. This measurement may also be
specified as the spacing of the holes
in the shadow mask (internal to the
CRT and can't be seen from the outside.) Some manufacturers specify
aperture grille spacing instead of dot
pitch.
EPA Energy Star Monitors that
comply with this standard consume
less electricity by powering down
when not in use.

GENERAL
MENU REVUEW
(PLANES
PATIERNS
PlGURE-IT
LAYOUT
SURFACES
SOUDS

EXTRAS
TROUBlESHOOT
BONUS

CADKEY·for·DOS compared with CAnKEY-for-Windows
Find out how to use those menu items you've seen and never had time to e.lplore
Master the powerof the combination of (PLANES, VW/WIJJ and DEPTH
Theall new pattern referencing in CADKEY8
Get it right the first time
Fast multi·sheet, multi-view, associative drawings of components arM! assemblies
Learn how to represent surfaces with CADKEY, FASTUTE and FASTSURF
Learn Release 2 Modeller and sneak preview FASTSOUDS
A brief look at some of the third party add-ons available with CADKEY 8
Bring alone a troublesome PRT file and as time permitswe'l! look for solutions
Answers to our top 20 tech support questions

Registration
PRE-REQUISITE
CLASS TIMES
CATERED BREAKS
PAYMENT
CERTIFICATES
IN·HOUSE-CL.ASSES
SIGN·UP

I require ...•. seats at the...

Good working Knowledge of CAnKEY (this is NOT an introductory class)
Each one-day class will begin at 8:30 am and end at 5:00 pm
Mid·morning, lunch, mid·afternoon
S2S0 per person in advance, by check or company PO
Advanced CADKEY course certificates will be sent within three weeks of your course
By arrangement, the CADKEY COllEGE can be presented at your site
Telephone 800-364-1652, or fax this add to 512·288-8521 for registration forms
or mail it to CAnKEY (OLLEGE, 7101 Highway 71 West, Austin, TX. 78735
.•.••..... Iocation. Please send registration forms to fax ...

Attention .. ....•..•...........•....•..........•.... ...... of .................................................... Tel .. .

Flat-square tube A tube
designed with some curvature at the
ORaE2S7 ON R£l'LYFORM
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SOFTWARE
PDM for Small Budgets
Active Sensing Inc. announced ASI Echelon™ Release 1.20, an engineering document
con trol database for small and mid-sized
manufacturing companies. ASI Echelon automates many PDM functions, including item
number creation, doculllent revision control
and effectivity, bill of materials development,
and fonnat management of cllgineering
waivers and change notices. It offers workflow
rules for defining doc ument paths and
approval sequences, and reports these rules
for 150-9000 compliance. ASI Echelon runs
on Microsoft 'Windows3,lx or Windows NT
and is priced at a fraction of UNIX-based systems. The software is available in single-user
($895) and multi-user ($44{)5) versions with
no additional per-user fees.

Pm' injilnllfltiOlI,
713/288-8430.

wntllct

Active Sensillg blc. lit

SCi entifi c Ce nter for Windows
.Math/Science F o rmulas Ready
InfiniTest Inc. today introduced a $39.95
software program that gives engineers, scicntists, programmers, technical staff and students instant access to mathematical formulas,
a full-featured scientific calculator and other
science tools. Scientific Center for Windows
is a "point-and-click" reference for those
accustomed to thumbing through thick reference books or relying on paper or plastic
guides. In addition to describing and illustrating more than 1,600 math formulas, the software features a conversion guide (length,
area, volume, energy, etc.) standard and scientific calculator, chemical Periodic Table and
on-screen users manuaL The program covers
every math subject, offers a complete ASCII
table and is compatible with popular math
and science programs such as Mathematica,
Maclab and others.

Contact InftniText at 714/651-0640.
Instant 3D for Windo ws 95
Visual Software announces Instant 3D for
WIndows 95, a fast new way to add 3D words
and graphics to Microsoft Word, PowerPoint
or any Windows 95 document or presentation. Instant 3D can be learned in ten minutes and lists for $49. Instant 3D uses standard Windows True Type fonts that can be
extruded, beveled, wrapped along a line and
deformed using a wide selection of predefmed shapes. Users also can choose from
hundreds of 3D clip art objects and from
hundreds of textures. T hese 3D objects can
be clipped, spun and scaled in a 3D window
on the page. Recommended minimum configuration is a 486/BDX, 12MB of RAM,
40MB of available disk space, 800 x
600SVGA with 256 colors, Windows 95 and a
C D -ROM.

Retail Olulets include Cumpllter City,
CrrmpUSA, EgghMd, Fry's, MiCTfJ Cmt" and
Medin Play.

HARDWARE
Medl ode Com p u ter D isplay Car d
Methode Electronics Inc. introduces the
MElOOO plug-in computer card, which allows
multimedia presentations to be displayed on a
standard TV or recorded on a VCR. The
M E1 000 automatically detects and switches
between 640x4S0, 320x200, and text modes; is
compatible with DOS or Windows applica-
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oons; confonns to multimedia standards; outputs CAD drawings without missing lines; has
an SO-column text mode; and displays 256
colors.
Crmtnct MnhoM Electronics Illc. at 800/323-

6858 or fa.'r 708/867-3149.

well as the enhanced parallel port and the
extended capabilities port protocols. The
1284Port incorporates a 36-pin mini-connector, which uses clip latches instead of thumbscrews. Printers and peripherals may be up to
30 feet away with no loss of performance
when using the optional 12S4 compliant
cables. The 1284Port is FCC class Bapproved. Suggested reta il price is $99.

Contact FnrPoint Ctmmmnieatio/lS at
805/726-4420 ()T" f(lx 805/726-4438.

O n e -H and Remote Trackball
Corporate Source recently introduced
Star-Track, the first cordless infra red trackball
for remote one-hand cursor operation. StarTrack's infrared technology provides advantages in price and ease-of-use over wireless
and other remote infrared devices. It can control PC functions from distance up to 15 feet
at 90-degree angles (plu.~/minus 45 degrees).
Designed as an extension of the hand, StarTrack weighs approximately 2 oonces and
measures 2.15 inches long and 1.3 inches
wide and less than one inch high. The singleunit retail price is $99.
COntilct Corporate SOl/ree lit 714/582-3821 or

fllx 714/)82-3706.

Optra C color laser

CTX Notebook

crx Notebook Based on

Cyrix Processor
CTX International is one of the first companies to introduce active matrix color noteboob bascd on the Cyrix processor. The
EzBook 5x86 series notebook computers offer
higher perfonnance than 486 DX41l00 models at a comparable price. The Ez500T uscs
the Cyrix 5x86-100 MHz processor and the
Ez520T IIses the Cyrix 5x86-120 MHz.
These noteboob include write-back caclle,
5MB RAM (expandable to 32), an 810MB
hard drive and other features. VVhen connecred to an external monitor, EzBooks support a
maximum resolution of 1024 x 768 at 256 colors. Also included is a slide-out hard drive, a
built-in 16-bit stereo sound card, speaker and
mic, a 3.5-inch internal floppy drive, and two
PCMCIA slots. EzBooks is pre-loaded with
Windows 95. Options include a PCMCIA
double speed CD-ROM drive, PCMCIA
faxlmodem card and Ethernet card. Estimated street prices start at $2,699.
Comner CTX Inu""lIItirmalnt 9091595-6146
(JY

Optrn C Color Laser
Lexmark International I nc. announced the
Optra C , the company's first color bser printer. The desktop-size color network laser
prints at speeds of 12 pages per minute in
black and three pages per minute in colors. Its
600x 600 dpi and continuous tone output
provides photographic-quality CMYK color
on plain paper with support for the major color management standards. The estimated
street prke is $6,400.

Conflict Lt.t71t1/rk at 800/358-5835 (ff'u!eb
site http://www.le.:r:mrrrk.ctmt
SummaRYpert
Pressure sensitivity and customizab1e
menu buttons make the Summa Expert an
ideal tool for advanced graphics and CAD
professionals. A new cordless four-button
articulating {."Ursor is offered as a pointing
device option, in which the cross hairs can
pivot to either side of the cursor body or
retract beneath the cursor. Other pointing
device options include a cordless three-botton
pressure-sensitive pen and a cordJess 16-button cursor. Summa Expert includes multiplatfonn utilities and drivers called SummaSoft for compatibility with most systems. Sensitivity levels of 256 are supported for compatibility with most CAD packages. List price
is $499 for the 12x12-inch and $899 for the
12x1S-inch.

Ctmtnct SUflffllflgraphics Corp. at 512/83509000rfax 512/835-1916.
1284P ort
The FarPoint Communications 1284Port
combines an IEEE-1284 Level II parallel port
with two high-speed 16550 serial ports. The
parallel port supports a centronics mode as

800/888-9052.

Engineeringl
Manufacturing
"Printing" 3D So lid Object s
3D Systems Corporation announces a n ew
technology called Multi-J et Modeling (MJM.
MJM is an inkjet process that builds solid
objects in successive layers using a thermopolymer material developed by 3D Systems. Engineers can conceive an idea, design
it in CAD and, without leaving the CAD
workstation, build a physical model as easily
as creating a paper print or plot. The solidohject printer will operate as a network
peripheral to computer-aided design worksta~
tion, automatica!1y orienting the object to be
created, preparing the computer input data,
beb>inning the printing process within minutes
of the engineer's request, and notifying the
engineer when the job is complete. The price
of the commercial unit has not been sec.
Contact 3D Systems lit 8051295-5600 Qrf(l:t:

8051295-0249.
Houdini Video Training Kit
Algor Inc. is offering a video training kit
for users of Algor's Houdini software. HO\ldini is an interface that adds automatic eightnode ~brick" meshing to CAD solid modeling
a.nd finite element analysis (FEA) software.
Houdini software is compatible with most
popular CAD solid modelers including CADKEY, AutoCAD, ProIENGINEER,
EDSlUnigraphicsl CAnA, Aries, In tergraph
and SORe. The solid modes which Houdini
creates can undergo finite element analysis
using software such as Algor, Ansys, Ahaqus,

Cosmos, SD RC, Nastran, P atra n, r-.TJSA and
Procast. Internet users can preview the vidco
on Algor's home page on the World Wide
Web at Imp://www.nlgor.co1ll.

COllfnct AlfJIff b,e.

lit

412/967-2700 or fax

412/967- 2781.
Tap e InspectioniSimulatioll for T urrets
DXF5-Tape to Graphics software allows
you to inspect your nlrret programs on a
computer screen without setting up your
machine to punch a part just to inspect your
program. DXF5-TGS will read the tape file
and ask YOll to describe the tooli ng as it reads
the tape. DXF5-TGS then outputs a file for
CADKEY. CADKEY's full array of dimension
tools then is used as an electronic vernier to
inspect your part program on th e screen
showing exactly what yom prognm or tape
will produce on your machine. Rectangles,
rounds, louvers, dees and many other tool
types and too l numbers ar~ drawn and displayed accurately. Plots can be output to plotters, dot matrix or laser printers. OXFS-T GS
suppOrtS older systems, cven those without
graphic abilities or features . D OS and Macintosh only. Windows version under development.

Gmtnd ReJOlirce Matrix / iDEA lit 20312565945 or fax 203/259-7363.

New Enhan cem en ts to Sup rastuff
Romer Inc. recently announced two new
enhancements to its Suprastuff software for
use with the Romer Articulating Arm C?o.1.!\ 1
systems. Surface-fit referencing capability
(precise referencing of pressed sheet metal)
and graphical print-out ufband tOlera ncc
(allowing visual comparison of measured
points to a nominal curve) now are available
as part of Suprastuff1cvel2 software. A free
upgrade is available to all current level 2
users.
Contnd Romer Illc. lit 619/438-1725 (ff flu:
619/438-3512.
CAM-POST for Windows 95
CAM-POST for Wmdows 95 now is
available from I CAM Technologies Corp. in
Montreal, Quebec. CAM-POST is an NC
post-processing generator which transfonns
the cutter location file of all major
CAD/CAM systems into the specific machin e
codes required to operate a variety ofNC
machinery.

COllfllct lCAM Tecbnologies Corp. at
5141697-8033 orft:r 514/697-8621 or e-mail
iCillll@Crml.org.
Cadpipe 3-D D esign
Cadpipe 3-D Design allows users to create
and edit drawings in plane view or any other
three-dimensional plane and complements
the existing Cadpipe packages. Cadpipe 3-D
Design can automatically place ru ns of pipe in
a horizontal and vertical direction. Section
View automatically creates a section view of
any area of the drawing without changing the
user coordinate system or using clipping
planes. Cadpipe 3-D Design has two collision
checking features, isometric pipe, hill of
materials and global bill of materials.

COl/tact IntN"llnti{J1w/ Softwllre Systems Divisiol/ ofOrallge Systems at 301/840-9405 or f(lx
3011977-5362.
QuickCast
Q uickCast is a direct-to-metal solution for
time-sensitive manufacturing. QuickCast
allows the use r to rapidly produce fi.mctional
metal prototypes before production of hard
tooling. QuickCast technology creates quasihollow patterns built directly on the SLA
from specially formuhted resins; the pattenl
is about 80 percent hollow. QuickCast allows
manufacturers to work with engineering data
longer and coillmit to casting later with a
ma ture product design, and replaces traditional wax patterns for investment casting.
Cmtact 3D System! at 8051295-5600 Qr f(lx

8051257-1200.

MEMORY
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been a !xxIn to manufacturers who emphasize quality.
"Everybody and their brother is slapping together cheap
little memory product'i," explains Jim Wong, president of
Micro Solutions Inc. in Corvallis, Ore. Micro Solutions
configures systems for highly demanding users with specialized applicatiollS.
"You have to be very careful about who you buy from
and what you buy." cautions Wong. "I've heard horror
stories from people who are now our customers because
they can rely on the quality we provide."

Century MicroelectrOnics Inc. of Santa Clara,
Calif., an industry leader in the manufacrure of computer
memory, routinely implements extra measures to ensure
its memory modules maintain the highest quality standards. Century deals directly only with the largest, most
reputable DRAlvI manufacturers who have strict internal
controls. Century then adds irs own quality protective
measures.
For example, each assembled module bears the Century name to ensure strict accountability. The consumer
can clearly identify that the module has been assembled
by Cenrury and not a different third-party manufacrurer
with lower standards. Unless a circuit board manufacturer purs irs name on the board as Century does, there is
virrually no way to trace the product back to the manufacturer when troubles arise.
Practices such as this have served companies like Century well in a market where wholesalers, retailers and
consumers have voiced concern over the affect of technocrime on overall product quality.
"I want to make sure my customers are getting a firstrate part," says Gary Barlow, owner of RAMTECH, a
computer memory supplier in Boulder, Colo. "Most of
the time, price is not the issue as long as you're reasonable."
.i\1icro Solutions' Wong agrees with the emphasis on
quality. "We have some major clienrs like Hewlett
Packard who buy our memory products for insertion into
their own machines, so quality is very important to us,"
he explains.
Price, not quality, is the primary motivation for
less scrupulous suppliers. Competition from makers of
cheap "clones" often enhances the need for both supplier
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and manufacrurer
to keep costs
down. Even wellknown original
equipment rnanufacturers(OEMs)
occasionally offer
to buy back old
memory chips as
credit toward new
memory purchases. These suppliers
then reuse the
Illemory which,
because it is used.
has a shorter life
cycle. This may
not appear to be
an obvious techno-crime, but it is a crime in its worst fonn. The monetary COSt is just as severe, but the crime itself is all but
impossible to detect.
Sometimes OENIs put pressure on chip suppliers to
step up production to meet market demand. To please
their OEM customers, memory brokers with limited
resources often are tempted to purchase substandard
parts on the "gray market. " A growing concern to manufacrurers and consumers, such gray market parts often fail
to test to "grade A" specification. Instead of ending up as
scrap or in a lower-performance, non-computer application as intended, these chips may be installed in machines
they are unable to run. A chip that shows a 60 nanosecond (60ns) rating, for instance, could actually be able to
perfonn at only 70ns. Thieves normal!y can't be bothered
with checlcing for quality - substandard memory batches
are either mixed with those that passed inspection, or are
silnp.ly remarked with the higher rating the OEMs
require.

tributors bench test the chips. U nfortunately, many distributors in need of quick revenue unload the components without testing them. Installed in machines they
weren't intended for, these parts bil immediately or after
just a few momhs of use.
If a substandard chip makes a computerized toy go
haywire, it's probably nOt a big deal. But the same chip
could just as easily cause a glitch in the navigational system of a commercial airliner or a surgical device malfunction. If even a small percentage of available computer
chips is faulty but sold as acceptable, the implications are
frightening.
T he more common scenario involves an individual
consumer who rerurns a faulty product to the retailer.
T he retailer sends it back to the manufacturer who, after
careful inspection, discovers that their product has been
re-marked. The risk is that consulners are forced to trust
XYZ Company for purchase or repair, not always knowing where the company has obtained its computers and
parts.
Experts say anyone making a computer-related purchase is a potential victim of techno-crime in its more
subversive forms, and any individual or company with a
large cache of computers is vulnerable to the more obvious techno-thievery.
"People have to create a cash mentality about these
things," says Sgt. Keith Lowry of the San Jose Police
Department. "These things are gold. so people have to
understand that they have to treat them like gold."
According to Lowry, both the computer and the chip
manufacturer lose money and end up with major
headaches due to faulty hardware being returned under
warranty.
Technology market analysts say the demand for memory modules likely will remain higher than supply. Computer companies will undoubtedly continue to experience
periodic chip shortages, which will drive up the value of
memory modules. There may be no relief in sight to the
current wave of techno-crime.
Therefore, consumer awareness is sure to increase. In
addition, the demand for superior products from the
highest-quality manufacturers is expected to be greater
than ever.

Sometimes third-party manufacturers will sand the
identifying marks off chips, remark them as higher-perfonnance chips, and resell them to unsuspecting buyers.
Then, the manufacturers install the lower-quality components in their machines, trusting that their memory dis-
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out gouging the difficult multiple~sumce intersections.
Finally, Crabbe asked CNC Products NY Inc. to
attempt to program the part. Our programmer imported
the CADKEY wire frame geometry into Mastercam with
Mastercam's CADL translator. CNC Products' programmer was immediately impressed at the complexity of the
wire frame model. The project contained several complex
intersections and a drafted boss that came off a rndiused
base. The programmer quickly generated sumces for the
entire wire frame using several of Mastercam's surfacing
techniques: surface blend, variable and constant radius fillet, swept, loft, draft, ruled, multi~patch coons, trimmed,
revolved, and surface projection.
Mastercam's shading utility was used to generate a realistic image of the part. This simplified the surfacing of the
wire frame, making it obvious what was and wasn't surfaced, and which surfaces cOlmected properly.
\Vherever possible, the programmer used simpler surfaces, such as swept and ruled, for the sides of the bosses.
For 3D areas, he mainly used Coons patch surfaces, which
produce a surface by following the boundaries of a I:WO-,
three- or four-sided patch. The program then mathematically blends all the boundaries into one smooth surface,
even if one edge is a parabola and another is a point.
One particuhrly difficult area was the top surface of the
part housing where it mated with its cover. Rather than

being flat, this edge had a O.030-inch wide step so the two
halves of the housing fit together like a lap joint. This area
would not make a good ruled surface and a Coons patch
would be inefficient because it would use too much memory. The software's flat boundary surface, which creates a
trimmed surface based on a group of boundaries in a single
plane, provided an excellent solution. This type of surface,
which is very simple to define, was used in about 25 other
flat areas such as tops of bosses and in screw holes areas.
Substantial time savings were achieved by using Mastercam's multi-surface roughing. The part posed a complex
roughing problem because of all the drafted walls ,Illd the
Illany projectiollS, such as the bosses and an RS~232 plug.
It would have been extremely time-consuming to attempt
to manually produce a routine that
would rough out the part without violating any surfaces.
With Mastercam, the programmer
simply designated the interior of the
part, specified a 1I4-illch square end
mill size and the depth of each vertical
step and the program quickly generntcd the roughing tool path. The rough-

DataCAD
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around the section to be contoufroughed at each level to a user-specified depth.
·Producing the finishing tool path
also was simple. Mastercam produced a
single finishing tool path based on all
of the surfaces in the part while automatically avoiding gouges. Mastercam's
solids-based tool path verification
made it possible to cut the [001 path in
a piece of "virtual stock" to verify the
program. The programmer could
rotate, pan and room the model [0
inspect small and hidden features. It
showed that the part would be produced perfectly without any violations.
Once the program was completed,
CNC Products cut it in a block of

ir:~C:~~;~ ~:!~~~ ~~~;::ect-

The finished product

optically clear polycarbonate parts that were used by Leaf
Systems engineer Eddie Morreale to evaluate the overall
performance of the camera.
This project is an excellent example of how CNC programming can contribute to the success of a new product
development program. The latest techniques, such as multi-surface roughing and solids-based tool path verification,
let us program a highly complex part in minimum time
without errors.
For more injol7ll(lticm Qtl Mastercl1l11, contact eNC Software
ble., 344 Men'OW Rd., Tolkmd, CT 06084.
Pholle 2031875-5006 OI·fo).': 203/872-1565.
John Boone is p,.esiJellt of CNC Awillcts NY Inc., iocnud in
Highfand, N.Y.

then was used to build aluminum and
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Discover the Power of Masking
Excerpted ftwn Using CADKEY nnd Its App/jCl/tions By PUIiI Resrttrrits and Gory Bertolill!
Masking is a paft of CADKEY that some
people never take the time to learn. Do not
be one ofthose people! If you don 't use masking, you are not taking advantage of one of
the greatest and most helpful features of
CADKEY. Masking is a filtering method that
permits the selection of only those entities for
which the mask is set. In CADKEY you can
mask by entity type, entity attribute or level.

Possible Uses
Frequently, there are multiple entities very
close to or overlapping one another in a 3D
part. VVhen you want to select one of these
entities, it can be difficult without the aid of

masking. For instance, if there are several
lines running through a circle and you want
to select the circle and not the lines, a mask
could be set on the circle and only the circle
would be selected. For large parts or pans
with many closely placed entities, the speed
and reliability of selection are greatly
increased by using a mask.
Using the construction of a part as another
ex.1mple, POINT entities often are used to
locnte strategic placements for other entities.
After the entities have been placed, the points
must be deleted. It can be time-consuming to
delete the points without deleting the entities
on top of them. WIth the aid of a mask on
POINf entities, you can do this easily.
The masking menu also i5 very helpful
when selecting entities in order to change

their attributes. For insta nce, you may want
to change the color of all dimensions. Type
Inasking also is very useful in the deletion of
notes, dimensions and Iahels that have been
placed on top of or very close to other entities. Some people like to keep different line
types on different levels. \Vith the use of
attribute masking, you can easily select any
line type to be moved to a level of its own.

Type Masking
\\!hen entities are selected by type, this is
referred to as type masking. VVhen choosing
the ALL
(all displayed) option from the
Selection Menu, you have the opportunity to
mask BY TYPE or EX TI'PE (except type).
The BY TYPE option will allow you to select
only those details or entities with the attribut-

nsp

Red-Lining Tool for
On-line Mark-Up
The easiest to use document management software
is now even more powerful. Kruse Control v. 2.0 features
a robust red-lining package fer faster document review,
plus a Twain scanner interface to manage paper documents

on-line. And we still make it easy for Purchasing, Productien
or any other department to view up-to-date and accurate

Cadkey files (as well as , 49 other formats) at their
workstations without the application software.

es you have selected from the Masking l\1enu.
The EX TYPE option will allow you to select
any entities except those that h3ve been
selected from the masking menu.
You can mask with 3ny of the Selection
Menu options whenever YOII hnve to select an
entity. A commonly used combination is
[CtrlJ[Q) (Single Delete) and [ALT][MJ
(masking type), which allows you to select
specific entity types individually. You have the
option of masking by e.ntity or attribute or ~
combination of both. To set a type mask, you
can press the Immediate Mode sequence
[ALT)[M], which will display the Main M~sk
ing Menu or Masking dialog box.

Level M asking
Another type of masking is level masking. As with type masking, level
masking is very helpful with
large complicated drawings
with multiple ,entities on multiple levels. Often, when using
different levels, entities are
stacked on cop of one another.
Level masking lets you designate the level from which you
wish co select entities. Once a
level mask has been set, the
only entities that can be selected are those on the level being
masked. The current lC\,el that
is being masked can be found in
the Starns WIndow on the left
of your display, next to MLEV.
The level on which you are
masking can be changed at any
time by pressing [ALT][N] or
selecting NlLEV from
the Status V.rmdow. If no level
masking is desired, the MLEV
should be set to zero.
There are 256 available levels.
If the mask level is set co a positiv~ number between 1 and 256,
only that level number may be
selected from, regardless of how
many other levels are displayed.
If the mask level is set to a negative number, the selection is
possible from all displayed levels except the negative number.

Using CADKEY 117Jd Its Appli(IItiOIlS, II {()7!1pnhmnv(u.rt01/

CADKBY 6 Illld 7, is {lvllillible
from Delmllr Pllblishers,
8001998-7498.

Cadkey engineers everywhere are choosing
Kruse Control because it has all the functions
they n..d and irs easy to get started. Here's
what they are saying:
NThis really work.!, right away, and It's simple ta
understand. N(Open-architecture Windows"" software)

New Video Cards

Nit wos easy ta learn and rook almost no timt to
Impltmtnt." (Free step-by-step guide shows you
how to get started in just two weeks with no loss

With Cadl<ey

in productivity.)

Consulting Services Intnl

NVIt:w.S all my flits." (150 different formats)

\Ve have had several calls
about the newer video cards
being inoperable in CADKEY.
To understand how these things
work, we offer the following:
Cadkey purchases video drivers from Vibrnnt Graphics Inc.
of Austin, Texas. The CADKEY
drivers are updated four times
per year, supporting the most
popular cards. Vibrant also is
talking about continuing to

NI can now attach letttrs and sprtadshet:ts to my
drawings, too." (Kruse Control is a total document

management system that can grow with you.)
"Slmplt ta usel'" (Kruse Control was designed by
engineers who work with drawings every day, not
programmers.)
NAn easy and affordablt way for othtr dtpartmtnts
to reftrenct our englnuring information. N (This is
one of the greatest values in CAD-related software.)

By Bob M essemer

write drivers for CADKEY DOS
should Cadkey stop buying them
from Vibrant.
For Internet subscribers,
• MASTERCARD ACCEPTED.
Vibrant's home page address is
http://www.vibront.com.
Cadkeys
610-269-9220
page is http://W1DW.c:ndkey.wTJI.
We strongly recommend that
you check the list of current
cards supported by CADKEY
list when running config)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...J (see
before you buy a new card.

Call now for a copy af Krust Control or for your nearest Krult Control dtaltr.
VISA.

AMERICAN

E ;IlPRESS

800·272-5659

L.._ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Undocumented Functions & Other Tips
By Larry Maldarelli,
Editor, CALCAD
Newsletter of the CALCAO User Group
CADKEY bas some features that are
w\documented or that have incomplete doc~
umentation. Here are my comments on a

few.

CTRL-N Toggle - One of the most
useful is the [CTRL](N] toggle. This switch
allows dimensions, note and labels to be
viewed from all views. This permits the user
to dimension a 3D part and view the dimensions, etc., from an off-axis view (VVI7 for
example). This is excellent for illustrations in
manuili and the like. With a little practice,
you can get dIe dimensions to appear where
you want menl

Grouping Tricks - Another little-docum ented feature concerns Grouping of en tities. If you grou p entities on different levels
and select th e group for moving, all the enti-

ties will move even if some them are masked
or on a level that is turned off. So, if you
want some of the entities to stay put, you
must degroup them befor e you move the
rest. Of course, when you degroup part of a
group, you desn-oy the group entirely and
must regroup. I n this situation, it is better to
Delete the group, as the group name will
otherwise remain in the list with zero subgroups an d prevent you from using it again.
DXF Translatio ns - AutoCAD. There,
I've said it! I don 't usually use the A-word,
but 1 have a tip for those who are forced to
interface with it. We have heard for some
time that there are som e peculiarities with
the DXF translator. A couple of days ago, I
ran into a solution for what appeared to be a
particularly annoying one. Frequently, users
complain that they cannot change colors or
names in the database when they recelve a
file translated from CADKEY. Apparently
the problem arises from the way both programs handle entity properties. AutoCAD is

more global than CADKEY. CADKEY
assigns a color to each entity in a way to
which most AutoCAD users are not accustomed . By changing the proper ties of all
entities to BY- LAYER, it will become possible to change whatever properties you want.
Another good tip is to make your blank
.PRT files READ-ONLY. That way you will
never again feel the frustration of having
wrecked another blank file by forgetting to
assign a new name to whatever you are working on before saving. CADKEY will not save
the file, but will ask. you for another name.
The prompt is "Cannot create file, enter
another name _ press RETURN." Most
hardware does nothing else. My Pentium
creates a fi le of the same name with an extension of .$$$ even though it says you must
rename the file.
One last thing: Be sure you don't use any
reserved names or any DOS commands for
.PRT or .P'TN names, things like Aux, for
example. It may lock up your Dlachinc - or at
the least make your part file a mess.

With a little
practice, you
can have
dimensions
appear exactly
where you
want them

Slick CAD KEY 3D Techniques
By larry Maldarelli
One of the most common questions I'm
asked by beginners in 3D is, "How to you get
from one part to another in an assemb ly?"
I'm going to cover just one technique this
month: Line Pa(";lld At Dist.
L et me digress for just a moment. Let's
define a Unit as a small part of a larger solid
that is itself a complete solid.
I have found, as I have been polishing the
methodology of using the Vibrant l eon System, that parts that must be broken up into
smnller units for rendering purposes can successfully have these units on the same level if
they are in different colors. Picrure It will
successfully render a solid made up of several
units in different colors on the same level, or
a solid made up of several units on different
levels, or any combination of the above if the
Object Masking is set to Levels and Colors at
tlle same time. You have to be careful that
you don't get the entities of a single unit on
two levels or in different colors on the same
level. Picrure I t can't possibly understand
that. Of course, complete solids in different
colors can reside on a single level as well.
When a solid must be brokcn u p into
units, CADKEY's poor color definition acrually can be a benefit. Selectioll of similar colors (green and It. green, for example) will
yield a coherent solid as Picture It recognizes
the different unitS as solids and you recognize
the units as a single solid.
To get back to Linc Par,l.lel At Dist. First
you must be aware of exactly how CADKEY
generatcs parallel lines. A line parallel will be
generated in the current construction plane
regardless of the setting of the 2D -3 D toggle.
N ow, suppose you have generated a part
that is roughly a rett.lngubr solid (long way
horiwntal) and you want to make a ~Z"
bracket to mount it into a wall using the back
vertical face as the mounting face . Assume
the back face and the wall are in VVV 2 and

two mounting holes in YOUl;. part are already
establishcd.
1. Switch to VVV 7, change colors, and construct a line center to center using the
mounting holes.
2. Set the construction plane to 2 and the
depth to the line you just made.
3. Now construct twO lines vertically through
the center of the mounting holes.
4. Decide how large the mounting face of
your bracket is to be, make lines parallel to
your construction lines and trim them.
5. Extrude the face outline to the thickness of
the bracket material.
6. Now set the depth of the const ruction
plane to the plane of the wall.
7. Assuming you know the overall height of
your bracket, construct a line parallel at that
distance and use a line in the mounting face
as the reference line. The generated line wi1l
be in the plane of the wall at the required distance.
All that remains is to Delta Join this li ne
to the width of the mounting face of the
bracket, and Delta J oin the resulting four
lines to the thickness of the bracket material
Assuming the two angles of your "2"
brackct a.re 90 degrees, you only have to join
the inside faces of your bracket, Delta Copy
these lines up or down as required and add
your radii for the bends.
The beauty of Line Parale! is that the line
generated is always in the construction plane.
Once you have that firmly in your mind, it
becomes easy to use it to your advantage.
There are many cases where you know a
dimension you wish to esta blish, but the feature your are mcasuring from is in a different
place. This command gives you a way to gct
there directly without having to go to any
other construction.
Lnrry Mn/dnre/li is the editor of CALCAD,

the lIewslettr:r of tbe SOl/them Califon/in Cndkey
Users Group. Tbis article jim appenn:d ill
November 1995.

Now thel'e ·s no reason to pay high prices for fu ll-sized CNC mi lli ng
systems or be forced to use an outside source for your design needs.
You can purchase the desktop Mini-M illl2 and CNC system for
a fraction of the price of standa rd CNC systems. and have all
the same precision and quality you find in even larger machines.
F'abricate your designs from wax or various metals and everything
in between right there at yo ur own desk. Because thc desktop
Mini-Mill/2 is a 3 axis milling machine constructed of high
grade components and materials. And the system is
S UPP orted. by easy to use eNC co ntroliC. ,.software that
accepts posted CAD/CAM files and even converted
.
1
CAD ftles . You·1I rind that each Mim-Tech system
..:
comes with a warranty. And like our products, you
,
can depend on our complete servIce and support
.
while you create the shape of things to come . For
more info rmation caU 1-800-662-1760 today.

E DITORIAL SUGGESTIONS!
We'd like to know what's on your mind. W hy not fax or ma il us any questions you'd like to have answered or t opics you'd like to read more about?

~~

KEVSOLUTIONS

E. 9 41 5 Trent Ave.
Spokane, WA 99206

, 'r .

Phone 509/928-5169
Fax 509/928-4937

MINITECH MACHINERY
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CADIEY FOR WINDOWS
Frequently Asked Questions
Q: Whm I save winfrffme is(Tmetric ppttenlS and retrieve

them, they scl1ltetimes nappenr in cockeyed orientntirms. Wbats
wrollg?

By Cadkey Technical Staff
Q: Help! I've jllst started /ISing CADKEYfor Wmdows. When I
relect tbe Pictllre-It applicatioll to produce a rendering, I ClIIl't find
7IIy CREATE, XFORM, MODIFY, LAYOUT, alld DETAIL
me1JII/(I)1lS.

A: Picture-It is a CDE (Cad key Dynamic Extension).
\Vhen you select Picture-It from the Applications pull-down
menu, it takes the place of the CADKEY Applications TooIbar. Simply click on CADKEY in the Applications pun-down
menu to bring back the menu icons you are looking for. Since
the icons in Picture-It are used so often, you might v:ant to
drag them to an empty space on one of the main toolbars.
Then you won't have to constantly reload the P icture-It Toolbar when you need a rendering.

Q : Huw can I merge two part files to .form all assembly ofW/flpOlllmts?
A: 10 merge the contents of two part files, open one of the
part fi les and ellport it as a CADKEY pattern file. Then open
the second part file and import the pattern file that was just
made. By selecting Ent level, you can save the level assignments from the previous file. This technique is e.xtremely
ful when using component patterns to build an assembly.
Most modelers start assigning levels in their main assembly
file at number 10. \Vhen creating your component files, if
you place the entities on levels starting at 100, you can use
the old level information when you import the patterns produced fmm them into yow build files and not worry about
overlaying different entity groups on the same \evel.

A: This is typically caused by fuiling to pay attention to
construction planes that may be active during the process.
The easiest way to avoid this problem is to set CP=DV (construction plane equals drawing view) prior to creating a pattern in View 7. Then be sure to also have CP=DV in your
new file at the time you retrieve the pattern. You would, of
course, also be in View 7 when you perfonTI the retrieval.
Q; 1 bave trouble using XFORM, MIRROR witb threedime71si()1lat gernJ1etry in View 7. I always seem to lise tbe wrong
set of vectors.
A: It's very easy to mirror incorrectly in isometric view if
you are not carefuL A foolproof approach that works every
time is to first switch to a system view perpendicular to the
plane about which you wish to mirror geometry. Then with
CP=DV, perform the mirror operation. For instance, to
Xform, Mirror a feature from the right side of a model to
the left side of the model, set CP=DV, switch to View 1 or
View 2, and then Xform, Mirror the geometry about a center
point of the model.
Q: When 100ki1lg at a vertical hole geometry from tbe front or

side vinv, the singk tiebar inurfa·es with proper viSUllliZiltion of
tbe feature. Is there a silllple way to quickly create botb hwizon
lilies in eitber vinv?
A: As you've probably discovered by now, you can't snap a
line at the ends of the top and bottom edges because they are
really circles viewed on edge! However, there are several
ways to approach this situation. Consider the following:
If you process a dOlshed rendering of the side view, the
wireframe is replaced with a more traditional view with
proper horiwn lines. In addition, hidden lines are shown as
dashed entities. This is ideal for our final drawing, but is not
as useful during initial concept work since the rendering is a
static image. This image will not immediately represent
changes to the associa ted wireframe model.
You em use Xform, .Mirror, Copy in the front view to
copy all ticbars from the right side to the left side of each
hole (assuming the construction plane you used oriented circle ends at the right side). This must be done individually
around the center of each set of concentric cylinders.
You might also break each circle into 90-degree arcs prior
to extruding it into a cylinder. You then will creat e wireframe
geometry with four tiebars for each hole or cylinder. The
tradeoff is doubled tiebars at the center in each orthogonal
view. However, these can be easily blanked (in layout mode)
or deleted (in a straight pattern capture) for final drawings.

r------------~~~

Q: Afur rearillg /)ff the stat/IS willdows fTlm! tbeir stalldard
positioll, I hrroe tn)uble redockillg thall. Is there all easy Wiry to do
fbi!?
A: As you move it back into its normal position, look at
the border of the interface section you are trying to dock.
You'll notice that the border changes from thin to thick lines
depending on its position. "When the lines turn thin, it will
dock. If you release it when the lines are thick, it will remain
floating. I personally find it simpler to select Control Bars
from the View pull-down menu. I then dick on the Defuult
Layont option. This immediately resets your display, docking
all of the toolbars in place.
Q: With DOS CADKEY, I've gl"VWII aeel/sMlled to tbe ffllllle-

:;~I~;:~;lyCO;:::i;;~;i;;;J~~J:~:~ ::.:70~(!:; hot-key assigll- I-+tt--I-+------ \
A: I aho prefer the DOS key assignment set. It's very
to replace the default windows key assignments with the
ones that you're already Familiar with. Just click on the Tools
pull-down menu. Then select Options. If you dick on the
Brow~e burton in the Accelerator Keymap section, two
options (ckdos.kbd and ckwin.kbd) should appear in the File
Name scroll boll. Select ckdos.kbd, check OK, and exit out of
Windows. \Vhen yo u restart Wmdow$, your familiar DOS
immediate mode commands will be there to greet you.
Q: I like the associativity p,·ovided wben llsing layollt mode.
However, I noticed thllt wben I cbllllged my model after tIIrllilig UII
my iWlI1ctric biddell lill( n:llderillg, the 1'elltierillg didll't IIpdate.
Wbat'swrong?
A: Remember that renderings, whether used in model
mode or layout mode, arc snapshots of your wireframe modcl
at a specific timc. A~ such, they have no direct link to subsequent changes in [he model. To update your layout, return to
model mode, delete the saved rendering, and process and save
a new one to the same level. Now when you go back to
mode, your rendered image in that particul;J]" instance
updated.
For project record purposes, it's S01l1etinles useful to save
the isometric renderings, which represent the progressive
stages of redesign. To do this, simply establish a logical
sequence of levels on whicll you C'Jll save the progressive renderings. Here's a typical scenario:
Project Revision Number Isometric Stored on Level BR
201 BR
1
202 BR
203 BR
204BR
Q: I've /lsed DOS CADKEY for tlllllly ymrs. III fYilldrrd's, hrrd!
do I cbaJ/ge Cmifigllrtltiolls settillgs? I IIsed t/) type CONFIG lit tbe
c: \CADKEY prompt.

A: Things are a lot simpler in Windows. Just dick on the
Tools pulldown menu and then select OptiOfL~ . You can click
on a series of dialog windows that let you change aU of the
major system parameters.
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ASME SPEC Revisited

New ASME standards need careful study
By Robert W. Bean and Robert C. Yule
In the December issue of KeySolutions
J ournal, we presented an article entitled,
"New ASME specs help designer say what
they want. A few concerns were brought to
our attention by John E. 'Winconek, who is a
member ohhe ASME Yl4.5M subcommittee
on Dimensioning and Tolerancing. The following summarizes his comments to us with
our responses or corrections where required.
Please note that the original article was not
intended to be an in-depth analysis of the use
and application of the new standard, but
merely an overview of the changes for users
to be aware of.
The primary concern of Mr. Wtnconek
was the original figure (Fib'Ure 14), which
illustrated the differ ences and changes to the
representation of positional tolerances. He
stated that we "mixed two distinct principles
of position tolerancing" and that the figure
implies "that compositional positional tolerancing and positional tolerancing using hYO
H

single segment control frames are the same."
We agree completely with him that they are
not the same and had nOt intended that the
figure be interpreted that way. In addition, he
pointed out that the second control frame of
the two single segment control frames should
not contain a tertiary darum, which is correct
and was an oversight on our part. The corrected figutes appear below (Figutes 1 and 2).

Figure 1: Positional Tolerancing Using
Two Single Segment Control Frames

this was an oversight on our part, as the figure came from a document prepared to show
the changes required for the new versions of
DRAFT-PAK® and only the re levant changes
were included. Figure 5 shows the complete
dimensions for the Darum Reference SymboL
Figure 3: Tangent Plane Modifier
Symbol
an" 'additional' method" of indicating the
diameter. Our company bias was toward the
new method as it solves an internal programming problem related to the size of the datum
[arget symboL According to the standard, the
diameter should be 3.5 x h (ho=text height). As
can be seen in Figure 4, the diameter text (at
height h) would not fit in the upper area of
the target symboL This required that we
increase the diameter of the target symbol to
fit the text. The new method allows us to
confonn more to the standard, which is one
of our primary goals.

1 0~
Fig ure 2: Composite Positional Toler·
ance With Additional Datum References
in the Feature Locating Control Frame
The other concerns of Mr. "Vinconek
were less serious. The first was that the new
Tangent modifier was missing from the example figme in the original article. This is COfrectoIt was in the original graphics and somewhere was missed in the proofing. The corrected example is shown in Figure 3.
The second {.-oncern was related to the
pangnph on Darum Target Symbols. He felt
it should have s[ated that the new method was

tW

Figure 4: Datum Target Diameter Zone
Representation
The third concern involved the original
Figure 1 which illustrated the new (familiar to
ISO users) ASME darum reference symbol.
Mr. W'inconek thought we should have
included th e rest of the dimensions for the
correct proportioning of the symbol. Again

Figure 5: Datum Reference Symbol

Mr. WInconek's final concern was that, in
our paragraph on Control Frames, we should
have mentioned that the placement of the
Datum Fearure Symbol on the drawing is
very important to the design intent. We agree
completely, and it is true that all Geometric
Dimensioning and Tolerancing symbol content and placement is critical to capturing
correct design intent. That is why Baystate
Technologies continually improves the
DRAFT-PAK® product to ensure that only
correct alld compliant symbols are created.
In conclus.ion, it was never thc intent of
the article to be an in-depth analys.is of the
new standard. Our goal was to make readers
aware of the chauges and be prepared for any
impact mey might have on meir organiZ:ltions. It is the responsibility of the \lsers of
ASME Y14.5M - ASME YI4.5-1994 to procure, review and underst'Jnd the stand ard
before applying its principles. We hope this
clears up any concerns other readers may
have had. We welcome any and all comments.

BRIEFS
• Informative Graphics Web Site
Informative Graphics Corp. announced its home page on the
worldwide web. The URL for the ICC home page is
http://W\\·w.inforgraph.com. Thc ftpside is
ftp:/lwww.infograph .com. IGC manufactures Myriad™, the leading
viewer for electronic document management systems, and InVisoHt, 11 \·iewer designed for use on the Internet. IGC's site fcarun:s
generJI information about electronic document management systems, such as lists of EDMS or!!,Jnizations and selected trade
shows. In addition, the site se~es as host for Document Management mag~lzine , a publication dedicated to the automation of documentmallagement.

• Mastercam Web Page Offers CAD/CAM Info
NC programmers, engineers nnd tlesigners who browse the
Internet C:ltl now get de[ailed information about Mastercam

CAD/CA,\1 software, Mastercam's pagc on the \Vorld v"iJde v"reh
offers specifics about new releases, product (lemos, and genet'll
information about PC-based CAD/CAtvi for beginners and experts
in NC programming. the address (URL) is http://www.comatercam.com!mastercam .The page also offer hot-links to other industl'},-uriented \Veb sites such as the Nationallnscitute of Standards
and Tedmo!ogies and the Manufacturers Information Net. Also
included is an information packet titles ""Vhat Every Shop Needs
to Know About Choosing a PC-based CAD/CAM System".

• ITI and CAMAX Announce Pa rtnership
Inte rnationa l Technegroup Inc. (ITI) of Milford, Ohio, and
CAMA.;( M anufacturing Technologies Inc. of Bloonlingron, Minn.,
announce a corporate agreement. The partnership will provide data
integration fo r the suite of computer-aided manufacturing software
offered by CAMAX. CAMS developers will create new standard
interface capabilities based onITl's product data exchHnge !ibnl1Y,
Pl)EiLib1·"'. PDEiLib is a leading component tcchnology tool kit
fo r da[a exchange.
FAX: (301) 230-0813

Internet Access http://www.ldeal.com

FAX 6ack Setvlce
{30TJ 468·2016
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• Myriad and Documentum Integrate
Informative Graphics Corp. of Phoenix, Ariz., developer of
lVIyriad™ universal document viewing sofn.,·are, today announced
its integration with the Documentum Enterprise Document Man-
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agement System (EDMS). Myriad software views, red lines and
plots more [h:m 100 vector (CAD), raster, won! processing, database and spreadsheet formats. The Docutnentum EDMS is a family
of open client/server software products designed 0 help Fortune
1000-ciass companies create and reuse heir intellectual capital
effectively across the enterprise, Integt'ltion between J\1yriad and
Documentum allows a whole-product solution for customcrs who
need to access documents in a managed environment.

• A/ElC SYSTEMS Surve y Reveal Buying Plans
Building and constntction ind ustry executh'es attending the
annual NEJC SYSTEMS Show reported they wi ll spend an nerage of$I46,OOO on information and automaTion technologies over
the next 12 months. The survey, commissioned by show producers,
polled a representative sHmpling of professiona ls among the more
than 20,000 architects, engineers, designers, contractors and facilitic.s managers drawn from the private. instirutional and governme nt
sectors worldwide. Fifty-fiye percent of those surveyed at the
Atlanta tr.Ide show event earli er this year represented companies
with 100 or more employees. Strongest areas of product interest
among AIEJC SYSTFJ\1S attendees include: multimedia peripherals, graphic disphlYS, personal compute rs, plotters, printers, and
storage device~; new operating systems, particularly WIndows 95
and \\'indows NT; ~pplication software for architechlre and interior design, CADICAE, 3D modeling, animation and renderi ng,
document management, datahase management, virrual real ity and
simulation and project m~nagement.

• Breakthrough on PC to Telephone Internet Calls
In a major step toward the convergence of the PC and the telephone, IDT, a leading provider of both Internet access and internationallong distance telephone service, announced it has developed
a system that allows people to lIse their PC to make international
phones calls over the Internet and communicate in real-time with
people using regular telephones. T he implications of this could
drop the price of nil overseas phone call to as little 3~ 10 cents a
minutc, radically altcring the economi<."S of inte rnation~l teieo)mmuni<.-ations, as well as the W:I}'S the world uses the rnternet and thc
ways people use their personal computers. For additional information, cont:lctJeff Parness at Internet Services at 201/883-7949.

Squiggle

Squiggle helps user wiggle out of tight spot
By Cla udia Martin

sounded more like an entertaining game than
serious product.
My thoughts were similar untill found a
practical use for it when we needed to place
several difficult HPGL files in a document. In
fuet, it made my day by solving some thorny
problems and helping us meet a tight deadline.
First, how does Squiggle work? Squiggle
reads HPGL or HPGU2 files 311d Jets you

:l

If you've seen ads for Insight Development's Squiggle (a software program that
makes plot files look like hand-drawn sketches by making the lines wiggly) you may have
thought that this product would have little
value to you - especially if you don't require
such sketches for presentation or artistic purposes. You may have even thought it really

vary the width and color of up to 255
line!>lpens. It aisoiecs you apply an unlimited
number of "hand-drawn" styles to each li ne.
You can choose from seven preset styles that
range from "carefully sketched with a drafting
pen" to "scribbled on the back of a napkin."
Squiggled drawing can be sent to any Windows system printer, copied to the WIndows
Clipboard, or exported as a Windows :WMF
See SQUIGGLE, page 17 ¢ A screen from Sq uiggle

P54TS

AII-in-one
motherboard
saves dollars
By Robert M artin
1 recently built a Pentium
system from "scmtch" around a
new high-end motherboard from
Quick Technology. The P54TS~
Pentium PO board was truly a
Cadillac among hoards - rrulyall
in one. The final configumtion
ofthesystern using the best
components I could find included 16MB of RAM and a 1GB
hard drive. Thetot:.J.lpricecame
in around $1,800. The best part
is that the system "smokes."
The price tag of $495 for the
motherboard is not a low-end
price, but I definitely gOt every
penny's worth. The board combines Adaptec" SCSI and IntelTriton" technologics and the
pricing is actually about 20 per cent lower than comparable
solution impleme.nted in more
than one board. In addition, the
board saves on real estate in
high-end applications where heat
can bea factor.
Available in three modelsP54TS (Fast SCSl), P54TSW"
(Wide SCSl), and P54TSW'
(Ultra Wide SCSI), the moth erboard features 128MB of memoryand offers processor speeds
ranging from 75 Mhz to 200
Mhz usin g single jumper solutions to set up each individual
speed. Each motherboard also
includes expansion slots for
major industry bus designs
including five ISA and 3 PO
slots. Cache size r:mges from
256K.B to 512KB.
The P54TS supports
EDOlBuTSt EDO DRAM,
COAST (Cache On a Stick),
pipelined burst synchronolls
cache SRAM, and high-speed
16550 UART x 2. The board
also supports PS/2 mouse and
[wo Intelligent Drive Electronics
(IDE) channels with Bus
M:lterillMA. The P54TS is fully compliant with Enhanced Parallel Port (EPP) and Enhanced
Capabilities Port (ECP) IEEEE
printer for high-speed VO .
These boards are easy to
install in any IDM PC-compatible system. The P54TS measures 13.2 inchesx8.8 inches.
All the SCSI motherboards feature a one-year parts/two-year
labor warranty.

Orders cnn b~ pIned directly
with Q1lick Technology (It 71412)94)00.
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FELIX

Ergonomic mouse replacement provides many advantages
By Claudia Martin
When is a mouse not a mouse? When it's
a Felix, of course. Felix, nOt me cat, is an
input device tllat replaces the ubiquitous
mouse and offers many advantages - not the
least of which is superior ergonomics.
'\Then we received a beta felix evaluation
unit ~everal months ago, we started passing it
around to get some varied opinions. It ended
up on one person's desk and there it suycd she wasn't going to part with it. \Vhcrr that
employee left the company, her replacement
also fell in love with Felix. But, the device
developed a technical problem. The Felix
user insisted on having another and would
not be satisfied with an ordinary mouse. Aler;)
replaced the beta unit with a production ve rsion (prublem solved) and we avoided a personnel crisis. \Vhat caused this fierce loyalty?
Felix combines rhe best features of the
mouse and trackball into a cumpact stationary
unit that provides fingertip cursor control, all
in an area of one square inch. The Felix LX)mhines a patented finger-activated ergonomic
handJe with an ingeniously designed tracking
system and an intricate on-board microprocessor. By sliding Felix's handle only one
inch in any direction, you can move the cursor anywhere on your sc reen, allowing for
be n er control in maintaining precision and
accuracy.
Felix does not take up much desk space.
The entire unit is only six inches squareabout half the size of most mouse pads, and it

nance. Felix's optical tracking mechanism IL<;(:S
no moving parts that can break or wear out.
This makes Felix last more than twice as long
as a typical mouse or trackball. In addition,
Felix has incredibly high resolution. Compared to the 200 dpi offered by mice and
trackballs, Felix operntes at 640 dpi. This provides great precision and accur;\cy.
It must be said that opcrnting the Felix
feels really different. At first, it feels slippery
~ like ice skating compared to snow shoeing.
In the beginning. it helps to tum the mouse

SQUIGGLE

.1 surface. Felix
is
, you can perch it on a pile of
papers, on the arm of chair or evcn in your
lap.
With the use of a mouse or trJckball. you
risk developing Carpal Tunnel Syndrome or
other types of RSI (Repetitive Stress Injury)
to your wrist, arm or shoulder. Felix is
designed to use your finger muscles, which
C'~n function hour after hour with no straining. Felix's ergonomic handle is very light and
smooth, allowing movement with virtually no
effort.
In addition, mice and trackballs pick up
dirt and grease as they roll, and require frequent deaning. Felix is a completely sealed
unit, so it requires no cleaning or mainte-

from Page 16

metafilt: or WIndows .EMP binnap for
import into other applications.
A few months ago we received several
plot files that were to be used in an issue of
Key Solutions. At first, we converted them
to .TIF files, the fiJe format that usually
works best for \15. The results of this conversion were completely unacceptable. The
lint: weights wert: so fine that they would
not be legible in print and thus were unusable. Since it was not possible to get new
files in time to meet our deadlines, we used
Squiggle to manipubte the lines before we
went to .TIF. Although we kept the lines
perfectly straight (no squiggling requi red),
we were able to change the colors and
widths of every line until they were perfect
for publication.
Once we were satisfied with the drawing

speed setting in Windows all the way to slow.
Even then it takes a little getting used to, but
once you've learned the skill, it's great. H owever, this learning curve may take only a couple of hours.
Felix is available direct from Aitra, at computer super stores and through catalogs.
The suggested retail price is $ 119 and
Felix comes with H full one-year guarantee.
For 11/llre il/formatioll contact, A/tm at

3071328-1342, 800n26-6/53 olIax 30713281346.
in Squiggle, we exported it as a .BMP and
then converted it to .TIE
The program was very easy to use and it
comes with a well-wrinen manual. H owever, because I am familiar with other graphic
\Vindows programs, I was able to operate
the program without even reading the
manual and without getting frustrated.
Squiggle's new Live Paper Space (LPS)
looks and functions like a sheet of paper
and acts as a true print preview. Images can
be placed anywhere all the L PS and
enlarged or reduced simply by dragging the
scaJeabJe image.
This handy lime program has definitely
becomt: one of our tools for working with
graphic files.
Squiggle 2.0 btlStI slIggested 1'fttlii priu of
$99. It is at'ailab/e firJllt MicroW"''tbOi/St fit

8001367-7080, sofrJ.!are resellers, CAD Deaterr alldfiTl1ll11lsigbt dinedy at 8001825-4115.

CADesk

MOVING?

The latest in desktop design.
ergonomically fitting

Take

CADesk is for t he
CAD-CA M profeSSional

your engineer ing office
attractive yet tough
enough fo r any environ ment.

Main Feature::; are ..
Uni::;tructure d<':lsign (patents pending) no legs in front
top measuring 56"dp at corner, 30" wide, 1.5 " thick

With You

8ft by 8ft and 29" high surface area of 35 sqft
Gray Marr-resistant laminate surface, Vanity panels are oven baked
polyurethane finished in black, adjustable legs.
modu lar storage modules available.
other eizee available

Call
(509) 928-5169
or fax
(509) 928-4937
for change of
address

VP'7Z48 LEFT OR RIGHT

"050.00

YI'9648

$1096.00
$1285.00

Vf7Z72
VP9672

Vf'9696
CM1 48ln lon6 ""!;II,, mngmt
CM2 261n Ions ""bI" mngrrrt.
007 srommtst thnJ hoI" 21n
0012 grommtst thru hoi., 2.25ln
CGM grommtst thru hoi" 9116
5M' :3 dnnv unit for 16ft eld"
5M2 :3 draw unit for right !lId"
5M:32 draw unit for left eld"
5M4 2 dl'llw unit for rleht !llde

$1:390.00

$1485.00
$16.30
$8.50
$9.95
$9.00
$6.60
$395.00
$395.00
~.oo
~.OO

Avsllal>l. through Clmtech call for more Info.
5717 Wollochet Dr NW. suite 21>. Gig Harl>or Wa 98335

phone 206-858-5233
(IRUE242 ONREPI1FORM
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UPDATING YOUR CUSTOM TOOL BAR TO DATACAD
By Carol Bue hre ns
Many people complained about the size of the icon tool bar in DataCAD 6. Now, with
DataCAD 7, you C'a" change your icons to smaller sizes. This article deals only in changing
the existing .key files you've already customized using these KeySolutioll5 instructional articles, and not creating one from scratch.
The trick to the smaller sizes is the ability to link the tool bar .key file to downsized icon
fil es. There are now three sizes to choose from; large (1), medium (m), and small (s). Each icon
size is expressed in its name, such as "change]' (large change icon), "change_m" (medium
change icon), "change_s" (small
change icon). As before, all of the
icon .pof files reside in
\dcad\sup\menupof.
You can look in the new DataCAD reference manual for updated infonnation on the key and
poffiles. In fact, look at pages 110 through I-IS. If you've been
following the articles in KeySolutions about customizing your tool
bar, you'll find this an extremely
interesting new section.
For this exercise, we'll use the
.key file you created for your
multiple scale dimension serup.
(See KeySolutions Journal, February and March 1995). Part of
this file is illustrated below.

The new DataCAD

contains interesting

information about

,key and .pof files

!I
'101 I

I

I
I

AI
AI
AI
AI
AI

IrMENSION
ITEXT
ImENSION
ITEXT
IJ:to!ENSION

1"+"+": "F8"F1"S3"Fl". 8"S"F9". 6"S"S5"
1"+"+"; "S6"F1 "1 "S": "+"+
1"+"+":"F8"Fl"SJ"Fl" . 4"S"F9".J" S"SS
1"+ ... +": ... S6"Fl .... 6"S";"+"+
I "+"+"':"'FS"'Fl"SJ"'Fl". 2"'S"F9".1.1/2"'S'"

I
I

I
I

ICtnension
IText
lI:mension
IText
lI:mension

!I I
'1 011

7

You'll want to change the icon names, which appear in the fourth field, to call the new,
smaller icons. This file uses only twO icons: Dimension and Text. The replacement files are
DMENSN_S and TEXT_S o You'll see these new .pof files if you perform a directory listing of \dcad\sup\menupof\· .pof.
You can use the Edit DOS option to edit your .key file. First, either shell to DOS from
DataCAD or quit DataCAD to rerurn to DOS. Then, type in: cd \dcad\sup\menupof and
press Enter. (Note: Your DataCAD directory may be called DCAD5, DCAD6 or DCAD7,
depending on how you set up your system.)
Copy the key file you want to edit. In this example, we'll use the DIMSETUP.KEY file
we created in an earlier article. Call the new copy something that indicated the smaller icon
size, such as DIMSET_S ..K.EY. Type in; copy dimserup.key dimset:....s.key and press Enter.
If you have a printer, print out a directory listing of the pof files for your reference, by
typing in: dir *.pof >lptl and press Enter. Look for the new files that have a "....s~ designator
in them.
Now, edit your copied key fIle. Using our example, we would type in: edit dimset:....s.key
and press Enter.
Using the printout as your reference, flnd the new small icon files you'll use, and type
chern in the icon field, making sure that all vertical bars still line up with the first two lines in
your file. Your new files may look like the partial file shown below:

AI
AI
AI
AI
AI

Ir:mension
IText
Ir:rnension
IText
Ir:mension

I~~cs

ITEXT---S
ICMENSN..5
ITEXT---S
IJ:to!ENSQ.S

1"+ ... +":"FS ... Fl"S3"Fl".S"$ ... F9".6"S"SS"
1"+"'+";"S6"Fl"1"$";"'+"+
1"+"+": "F8"Fl"S3"Fl".4"S"F9".3"S"SS
1"+"+";"S6 ... Fl" . 6 ... S"; ... +"+
1"'+"'+": "FS"'Fl"'S3"Fl".2"$"F9".1.1/2"$"

"When you are through editing, select the File, Exit, and Yes (to save) options. E.ither type
in exit to rerurn to DauCAD (if you shelled out), or start DataCAD. Go to the Utility, Display, Menus, IconFile options. Then pick your new file, such as DIMSET_5.
Note: The first icon in the .key file sets up the size of the tool bar boxes. If the first icon
is small, all the boxes in your tool bar will be small. Any large icon files that are still being
called won't be displayed (the box will be gray). But, the good news is the tool will still work.
Good luck editing your tools bars.

You've seen the rest, now go with the best . ..
elM Solutions
& Networking

AUTHORIZED

& TRAINING

CADKEf®

DISTRIBUTOR, TECH SUPPORT

CENTER FOR THE EASTERN UNITED STATES

Your Strategic CADKEY Partner

30% Off 1*
CADKEY 3rd Party SoftwareFastSURF, DRAFT-PAK, PROFOLD, etc.
Call for details and for our special, limited time CADKEY and DataCAD pricing.
CIM Solutions offers the only CADKEY authorized training & support center
East of the Mississippi, and the best CADKEY support programs in the market.

eIM Solutions & Networking

1-800-477-2317
Your Strategic CADKEY Partner
aRQ.E2S5ON lEPLYFOiM
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DATACAD
A
By Caro l Buehrens

The DataCAD 7 release arrived at my
doorstep two days prior to my deadline for
this article, so 1 rushed to get it loaded and
see what it was all about. I was happy to see it
conrained all new manuals. It loaded easily,
without any surprises. I eagerly printed out
the on-line documentation, which lists many
of the software's new featu res, along with
some known problems at the time of release.
What follows is a smattering of a few
things I discovered about the new software (l
didn't get very much time to explore). I will
document more in the next issue.
New messages
You'll notice a change right away. At the
opening menu, the current drawing di rectory
is displayed: Currently searching

FIRST LOOK AT DATACAD
'C\DCAD\P RO]OI\' for 1ile5 matching
'·.DCS' . Now, wherever there is a file list (i.e.
tempbtes, plot files, etc.), you'll know which
directory you're looking in. There are subtle
message changes throughout the entire sysSm atfico ns
The first feature 1 wanted to check were
the "custom-sized icons," available for the
tool bars. J was hoping it was going to be an
easy trick to change my large tool bars (which
take up entirely too much real estate on my
small screen) to a much smaller, compact size.
Perhaps it was just a new menu option? Not
so. While new tool bars are available with the
smaller-sized icons (try picking Utility, Display, Menus, IconFile, then the file called
s_dcad2d), any custom bar .key file you've
created must be updated. (See the article in
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this issue, "Updating your customized icon
tool bar.")
Layer locking
Another anxiously awaited fearure is "layer
locking," or what some users call "freezing."
This new addition, which protects identifi ed
layer(s) from modifications, is cleverly executed and straightfonvard. You simply go to the
Layers menu and pick Lock, which displays
the list of layers. Once you pick the layer to
lock, an X appears over the layer's function
key number, as in Figure I. Now that layer is
"frozen" from any changes.
Yes, you can still ~object snap to" and
"trim to" items on this layer!
One thing is a bit confusing about this feaFig ure 1: An X appears to indicate t he
layer is locked

LET'S FACE IT!
I

If you use CADI<EY and need a
CAM program to machine
surfaces at a price you can
afford. you need ALL the facts
and CUTTING EDGE SURFACES!

CumNG EDGE SURFACES has:
• all the geometry of CADKEY
• surface modeling of FASTSURF
• complete tool path editing
• a library of over 100 post processors

-

NO other <:AN! paCkage has:
• 100% CADKEY data base compatibility
• 100% CADKEY human interface
• a complete CDE & CADL environment
• general NURBS surface machining
• CAOKEY IGES capabilities

CUTTING EDGE SURFACES can be used as a stand alon e CAM system for 3-axis
m illing . drilling. boring. reaming . slotting. pocketing, tapping and contouring
Immediate verification of me tool path before cutting reduces material w aste
/

CUTTING EDGE SURFACES is fully integrated into Cadkey's d esktop engineering
tools. Now you can manufactu re your designs directly from CADKEY part frIes
with r 00% fa ilu re-free data transfer NO
TRANSlJ\TION neededl You can also
transfer other CAD fi les using IGES. DXF.
and CADl

-

·

CUTTING EDGE SURFACES offers ease of use u nparalleled in the CAD/CAM w orld,
an ou tstand ing custom ization environment general surface machining. and th e
ability to bring surfaces from any CAD system that supports IGES.
If you dOll't have a blue print or a GAD design, w e can help vvith that too. Ask about the
reverse engineering ability o f CADDlnspect()(

Call your CUTTING EDGE dealer or Cutti ng Edge Technologies, Inc.
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rure. You can still Tab to a locked layer
to make it active (for no apparent purpose), As a reminder tha t you're on a
locked layer, a small X ~ppears by its
na me in the status area, as shown in Figure 2. You'll want to pay attention to
this X, because even though the layer is
acti ve, you cannot build on it. In other
words, you can try to draw a wall, but no
lines will appear and no message will be
displayed, You can also delete part of a
line on this layer, but upon refreshing
the screen (press Esc), the line will
appear whole agai n. The layer is, indeed,
protected.
A word of caution! If you go to an
editing option that displays a layer list,

==='-..J~
Figure 2: The active layer is locked

such as Copy, ToLayer, the locked layer
is displayed (with an X), and you can still
pick it. This is a bad maneuver, because
you will get "anomalous" results. For
example, any item you select for copying
(from anothe r layer) really will be
copied, but not onto the locked layer!
Items are copied ro tile same iayer tile
original entities reside on. This means
many items can be copied on tOp of
themselves. This is a potential haz:Jrd
and will probably be corrected in the
future. (How about a message "The chosen byer is locked, try aga in"?) Other
than this "anomaly," layer locking gets
"thumbs up!"
New Walls
1 had to get back to work, so I called
up a floor plan to add some new walls.
The drawing was set to draw walls by
·Sides.1 pressed the {=l key to change
the width to 6", then object snap ped to
an existing wall com er. After defining a
length, I picked on the inside to indicate
the "other walilioe." Everything seemed
normal. T hen I defined the next wall
length, at which ti me the entire wall
appeared without having to define the
inside pick! I continued defi ni ng the new
walls and they appeared instantly. 'What
a timesaver!

4 Griffin Road North W indsor, CT 06095 • (203 ) 298-6433 Fax: (203) 298-6490
24 Hr, AulDrMtlc Fnlnlo 1.aoo.nll4202 Code 1244011
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DATACAD
WJll all the macros and third party software be compatible from Vcr 6.0 to 7.0? I
have many, many Cheap Trick5 disks that I
use. Will these be compatible?
Dick Reinbolt Architect
reinbQ/t@ic.cOlll
Evetything that works for DataCAD 5
and 6 will also be com patible wim DataCAD
7 as far as we can determine from our beta
testing. There is just one little "bump" in
the road in that the new multi-line function
in DataCAD 7 (i.e. dmwing 3 or 4lincs at
once) depends on the definition of the mid~
die linc(s) as being defined by their center.
Some of the ~infill" lype lines that we offer
o n Cheapware are defined by drawing them
onc ~ide o r to the other (as we find that easier).
So, we will need to update those a bit to
get them to work so that you C311 use them
with the multi-line function to draw wails
complete with hatching or illfill in olle step.
In general, DauCAD 7 uses the same file
formats and macro tonnats at least as far
back as DataCAD 5, so you shouldn't have
any problem with most of the add-on stuff
also working for 7.
Evan Shu
eShll@'lI!orldstd.C011l

Believe it or not, I'Ill still running DataCAD 6 on myoid 386 when I work at home.
Vi'lll D ataCAD 7 run on the 386 as well?
AltmJ(a'Ilter@e'l/(:ydo1lledia.colll

7:

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

butt. The readme file mentions the cleanup
problems but makes no mention that the
same problem exists when entering doors or
windows.
Kevin Shcrtz
Alan Sparber & Associates, Architects
Takoma Park, Maryland
Is it true that the template files can
remain on the CD version, thus saving precious ha rd disk space? Is this an automatic
install option, and how does this relate to
old drawings?
Yes, you can now keep all your Symbols
on the CD-ROM taking up less space on
yom hard disk. The downside, however, is
that you cannot modify or add your own
e.xtras to the CD-ROM, as you can if they
are on yo ur hard disk. Also, access is a bit
slower from CD-ROM. So it really depends
on your particular situation, and office pracEd Wolfstein, AlA, MRAlC, NCARB
Burlington, Vermont
ewolftte@togetber.l1et
Although I try to use walls whenever possible - the reality is that many times you
don't have the data you need to assume wall
thicknesses. This is especially true in any situation where you're working with as-built
conditions, and you can't assume that an
interior wall is a 2x4 with 1I2~ gyp. board on
each side. What if it's plaster? This is a
minute example, I know, but it is an example

of some of the limitations that Olle may
encounter. In the piist, t he ability to read
"offset" lines as walls and entities drawn as
walls has peacefully co-existed. All I'm ask~
ing is that this is continued in DataCAD 7?
Tt's correct in that lines created to represent walls in earlier ver~ions of DataCAD
cannot have doors/windows inserted or any
of the intersection cleanup functions per~
formed on them in version 7, unless they
were created as walls (Architect menu) in the
earlier versions. If, in an earlier version of
DataCAD, you created WALLS and not just
lines, these walls will work fine in DataCAD
7. In the past DataCAD did not care if the
"walls" were created witll the Walls function
or ju.st creating a line and making a copy of
it, but in Version 7 there is a difference and
it becomes necessary for the current version
of DataCAD and for future versions to
come. The WALLS created in version 7 can
be modified (copied, moved, rotated) as a
wall or as single entities and still remain
intact as a WALL. For those that have older
drawings and need to modify entities that
represent walls, but were not created using
the Walls function, we will be releasing a
macro that wil! al!ow you to select existing
lines and turn them into a specific Wal! type.
I also believe Bruce Kaplan has a macro or
will have one shortly that will allow you to
do the same thing. Everyone is screaming
for us to advance our technology and this is
something we are trying to do. In the
process, we may change the way things were

DataCAD 7 has the same system requirements as Ver. 5 and 6, so it will work on
your "old" 386. Thank you for your support.
Mark R Madura, vice president
AEC Product Group Cad key Inc.
11Ioduram@C/ldkey.com

SPIRIT -

Some users have identified a few situations where DataCAD 7 will give a "No
walls found to cut" message. These situations have been identified and Cadkey Inc. is
working on a corrective action. In order to
correct this situation in the interim, ARCHsoft is pleased to announce that we are
including our new "Make Walls" Macro with
each DataCAD 7 ordered. The "Make
Walls" Macro is found on the ARCH soft
Bonus disk. For those who have previously
ordered from ARCHsoft, the Macro has
been E-mailed to you."" For cilOse who
haven't ordered DataCAD 7 yet, YOIl can
request an order fonn by sending ;1 message
to:

Bruce Kaplan
ARCHsoft
Burke, VA
73613.2703@co11lpllserve.com

• ~M(/ke Walls M~cro.~ '''1996 ARCHsoft is
pmprufilry sojtwon dlSfl1bllud for tbe exchl!roe flse
ofARCHsoft diems. "Make Walls" Macro IS utitber
freeware 1101' shareware.

DataCAD

Build Plan: Fully automated Cavity and Inte rnal Walls, with Mu lti~
ple Layers, Colors, Z-Base,
Z-Height settings for each Wa ll.
Automatic Head & Sill panels for .
~
W ind ows, Doors and ope ning s.
. /~

\Vhat primers are supported by PrintAPlot Pro? The list of printers supported by
PrintAPlot P ro is quite extensive and mllch
too long to include here. The list is posted
on the Cadkey BBS in the DataCAD area.
The filename is PPP_SPTZlP. The ZIP file
contains an ASCII file that lists all the printers directly and indirectly supported by
PrintAPlot Pro.

,

i7':

~

Build Roof: Complex 3D Roofs 1
in a fraction of the time, multiple ~
Plate and Ridge Heights, Dormers.
Voids for Dormitories & Chimneys.

We have been pbyillg around with our
DataCAD 7 for the last fev.· days and must
say tlwt this is an im pressive piece of work.
Install went smoothly on staff machines, but
minor file cleanup was required for mine
(bad filing "ghosts" from the past).The
added features are sure to make production
and communication witll comlJltants (and
each other) easiet. The best part, though, is
the "Bonus Productivity Pack" from Madura
Studios; this alone was worth the price of
admission!! "Super Job" to Mark, Rick and
crew!
David K. Sargert
Sargert Design Associates Inc.
Springfield,MA
The biggest productivity hit for us was
the new multi-line wall feature. Interestingly
enough, DataCAD will _noe let you insert
doors, windows and provide intersection
cleanup fum:tions for entities other than
walls. And when I say "walls," I mean items
that are created through the drJwing of two
or more lines at the salTIe time. No longer
can you make a line, copy it, :md have DataCAD read the item as a wall. This is especially frustrating when you're wo rking on
older plans or remodel projects where there's
a little bit of "license" in making as-builts. I
hope a "flx" is on the way shortly for this
item - rill getting close to reinstalling DataCAD 6 just to avoid this big 01' pain in the

done in the past to improve and enhance the
product in the future. Change is one of the
hardcst things for people to accept, but usually in the long run change is good. Also, on
the subject of walls, we have added [he ability to saveJload walltypes. This feature will
be in the ne.xt update of DataCAD. Please
keep the comments and suggestions coming
because WE ARE listening.
Jim Evans
DataCAD T echnical Team

" U

Build Layer: Create un limited
~---)~~_
Major and M inor Layers all with
I>" :.'
~ .. d~·"
individually configurab le settings.
~r~Save, Load, Move, X-Form, COpy. ! '
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If you can't produce drawings from
designs prepared w ith A rchitect"
ready to Dimension, Text
and Hatch, in 2S m inutes
you need Build PLAN,
Bui ld LAYER and Build ROOF.
N

CAD Pacific Pty Ltd
for the full range of
Build macros.
• Build PLAN USS49.00

Telephone:
(011) 613,9878-4011
Charge to my:

6A~ Exp Date
cOOPliflC

" ''''',·,,..,.. D'··

• Build ROOF USS39.00 • Build LAYER USS39 00

476 Canterbury Road, Forest Hill
Victoria 3131, AUSTRALIA
0 Visa

0 Mastercard

0 Bankcard

Facsimile:
(011) 613-9878-4270
($10 Shipping)

- - - - - Caed No, - - - - - - - - -

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone: _ _ _ _ _

6A~
cOOp:n1iC

,,· ... ,··. '. •... D.··

Address:
QR(lE2So1 ON REPLY FORM
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WALLS MADE EASY IN DATACAD
By Carol Buehrens

Look out DataCAD 7 users! Drawing
specialized walls has never been easier.
This new release allows you to create ceuterlines in your walls automatically, and
veneered walls and C3vity walls in one fell
swoop. How does it work? Let's look at the
new Architect menu for clues.
'When you first go into this menu you'll
notice drastic changes. The first five functions have been changed to these choices:
\-Valls (on or 011), 2 LnWall, 3 LnWall,
and 4 LnWali. These options work with
new options located lower on the menu, F6
through F9, which are displayed depending
on the Lll WaD option you have set. For 2
LnWall, the
optiol1s dis-

Drawing
specialized
walls has
never been

and Hilite.

Exterior,
Interior,
Cavity, and Hilite. You now have three
choices for defining these walls, which
appear in 51 to 53: Outside, Inside, and
C ntrWall.
To practice using these new options,
you 'll want to follow these steps using a
new drawing.
Two-Line Walls
Create a simple two-line wall, the most
similar to the original "wall" function:
1. Press [A]to go to the Architect menu.
2. Pick the 'Valls option to make it green
(active). Pick the Width option and set it
to 6", then press Enter.
3. Pick 2 LnWall and Outside. This will
allow you to draw the wall by defining
the "outside" wall une.
4. Pick in the drawing area of your
screen, using the left-most mouse button

ADVERTISING SALES
POSITION
is seeking highly
motivated, indep endent sa les
representat ives to develop new
advertising clients .
KEVSOLUTIONS

Qualified ca ndidates must be
aggressive and goal-oriented,
with excellent communication
skills . Knowledge of the CAD
industry
is helpful. Fax or mail resume to:

6. Now move the cursor to the left about
10 feet. Pick again, and agai n the inside
wall is created automatically.
7. Using the Inside option allows you to
define the wall by the inside wall line and
using CntrLine allows you to create the
wall about a center dimension.
\¥hat this option doesn't do
You can't perfonn a "quick change"
from the Outside to Inside setting as you
draw. YOll must Stop the line and start a
new line to change offset sides.
Three-line Walls
Creating three-line walls is easier than
ever. T his function is particularly helpful
when you wish to either fill a w:1ll with a
solid line or with a speciallinetype, such as
insulation.
1. Pick 3 LnWall and Outside.
2. Pick the CntrLine option which
appears at F7. Now three options, Color,
LineWgt and LineType are displayed.
3. Pick the LineWgt option. Pick the
value you wish to use to create a thick,
solid wall. (We used 5.) Press E nter.
4. Pick the Color option and then the
color you wish for the center line, such as
Blue.
5. Press the right-most button on your
1l10USe (button 3) to e.ut this menu,
returning to the Architect menu.
6. Pick in the drawing area of your screen
to start a Hew waH. Move the cursor to
the right about 20 feet and pick again.
Now move the cursor up above your wall
line to pick agai n for the inside of your
wall. The wall will appear, as in figure 3,
with the centerline drawn.
7. Move your cursor up vertically about
another 20 feet. Pick for the second wall
length, as shown in figure 3.

I
Figure 3

Phone 509/928-5169
Fax 509/928-4937
K eVSO lUTION S • FEBRUARY

Three-line insulated walls
This technique can be used with any
linetype, but we show insulated walls as an

1996
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Figure 5
draw your walls as before, this time noting that your walls are drawn with a
veneer line on the exterior, as shown in
Figure 6. This same effect can be
achieved by reversin g the order of values
for the interior wall, or by setting the
widths to: Exterior", 112", Interior" 6",
Cavity" 0, etc. Remember, whichever
val ue you define as zero, there will be
two resulting lines on top of each other.

Figure 2

K EVSOLUTIONS

P.O. Box 11978
Spoka ne WA 99211 -1978
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example.
1. Pick the CntrLine option again and
pick Linetype. Pick the tinetype you
want the centerline to be, in this case
Insul.
2. Press the [F) key to set the line factor.
Since the wall width is 6", you might
want to set the line factor for the insulation line to 2 112", so that the line is less
wide than the wall. Type in .2. 112 and
press E nter.
3. Draw a new wall. Note the insulation
centerline is drawn as you create your
walls, as shown in figure 4.

~~:! :~~
Hilite. For
3 LnWall,
the options
displayed
are: Width,
C n trLine
F'or 4
LnWall,the
options arc:

easier

(button 1). Move the cursor to the righ t
about 20 feet and pick to define the
length. Now move the cursor up above
your wall line and pick again for the
inside of your wall. The wall will appear,
as in figure 2.
5. Move your cursor up vertically about
20 feet. Pick for the second wall length.
T he wall will be drawn, with the inside of
the wall automatically created on the left
side, or what would be the "inside" of
your exterior walls, as in figure 2.

Figure 4

' Vhat this option does n't do
You can't offset the center line to one
side or the other. You can, however, use the
next option to achieve this look. (See Spc~
cialty walls, Single-side veneer.) Also,
you can't define another layer for the centerline. (Use EditSet to caprure these lines,
usin$" Mask by Color to quickly move
these lines to an separate layer if needed.)
Four-Line Walls
Four line walls are useful in creating
specialty walls, such as a cavity wall as in
this exercise:
I. Pick 4 LnWall and Outside.
2. Pick the Exterior option. This option
defines the exterior width, as shown in
figure 5. Set the width you desire, such as
6", then press Enter.
]. Pick the Interior option. This option
defines the I nterior width, as shown in
figure 5. Set the width you desire, such as
4", dlen press Enter.
4. Pick the Cavity option. This option
defines the Cavity Width, Color,
UneWgt and LineType. The current
settings are displayed at the bottom of
the screen in the message area.
5. Pick the Width option to set the cavity
width. Set the width you desire, such 3S
1", then press Enter. Pick the Color
option and set the color you wish for the
two interior cavity lines, such as Green.
Set the LineWgt to 1 and the LineType
to Solid.
6. Press the righ t-most button on your
mouse (button 3) to exit this menu,
reruming to the Architect menu and
draw your walls as before, this time noting that your walls are drawn with two
interior lines, as shown in Figure 5.
Two more specialty walls
Single -side venecr
1. Pick 4 LnWall and Outside.
2. Pick the Exterior option. Set the
width you desire for the veneer, such as
1/2", then press Enter.
3. Pick the Interior option. Set this to 0,
then press Enter.
4. Pick the Cavity option, and set the
Width to 6" for a 6" wall.
5. Press the right-most button on you r
mouse (button 3) to exit this menu,
rerurning to the Architect menu, and

Figure 6

Double wall with insulation
(or odlcr linetype)
This example is for two 4" abutting
walls, but can be manipulated as needed.
1. Pick 4 LnWali and Outside.
2. Pick the Exterior option . Set the
width to 2", then press Enter.
3. Pick the Interior option. Set this to
4", then press Enter.
4. Pick the Cavity option, and set the
WIdth to 2", then press Enter.
5. Press the [F] key to set the line factor.
Since you'll fi ll a 4" space with insulation,
set the fuctor to 1 112" and press E nte r.
6. Draw your walls as before. Note that
your lines 3re not automatically created
with an insulation line. \Nhen your walls
are finished, press [Alt) [C] to go to the
Chan ge menu. Pick the LineType
option, and set it to Insul. WIth Entity
active, pick the lines that will become the
insulation lines, as indicated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7

What this option doesn't do
As with 2 LnWall, you can't define a
separate layer for the cavity lines.

Cleaning up you new walls
2-Line walls and 3-Line walls clean up
nicely using both Clean in the Architect
menu and CleanUp, T-Intersections, etc.
4-Line walls clean up a little differently.
While they trim nicely to the adjoining
wall, a gap will not be cut. But this is simple to work around using Erase, Partial
when necessary.
Well, there you have it, some fun things
to do with your new Walls menu. I'm sure
you'll think of more uses as time goes by
this new year. Good luck!
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TEAM PERSPECTIVE

By MARK MADURA

VICE PRESIDENT,

AEC

PRODUCT GROUP

DataCAD 7 release rounds out a very hectic year
team. Since June, we have produced DataCAD Plan Designer, four new DataCAD
macros, the DataCAD SPIRIT evaluation
CD ROM, the limited edition Cheapware
CD ROM Vol. One, Cases Templates v2,
and DataCAD 7.

On December 15th, we put the shrink
wrap on DataCAD 7. I would like to
thank everyone on the AEC team for the
hard work and long hours that went into
delivering this new product. Veteran DataCAD users will be pleased with the production-oriented enhancements that we
have added.
The release of DataCAD 7 rounds Qur
a hectic year end for the Cadkey ARC

FIRST

Network of Support
The December issue of Key Solutions
represents a first for DataCAD. Not only
does it focus on the roll-out of DataCAD
7, but it is the most comprehensive
resou rce for DataCAD users ever published. It has an up-to-date list of U.S. and
international dealers and distributors,
training centers, user groups, educational
dealers and third-party vendors. A condensed version of this support list also is
included in the DataCAD 7 package another first. We are approaching 100,000
registered DataCAD users and I want to

from Page 20

I pressed A to go to
Architect and discovered a
new, redesigned menu, as
in Figure 3. [FI] is still
Walls on. or off, but [F2]
through [F4] are three
new settings: 2 LnWall,3
LnWall, and 4 LnWali.
*Sides is replaced with
three new options: Outside,lnside, and CntrWall. Though Outside
and Inside seem redundant upon actual use,
these wall options are
very handy.
Brand new manuals

Even the manuals have
been redesigned and
refOITIlatted for ease of
use. The reference manual appears to have all of
the new features added as

Ff

Walls

F2

2 LnWall

F3

3 LnWa ll

F4

4 Ln Wall

F6

Exterior

F7

Interior

F8

Cavity

F9

Hilite

FO

C ha n Te

Sf

Outside

S2

Inside

S3

CntrWall

S4

CntrCvtv

S5

C lean

S6

Cap

S7

DoorSwng

S8

Windows

S9

CutWa ll

SO

Exit

make sure all OUf customers are informed
of all the support available. I hope you
find these support listings invaluable to
your success with DataCAD.
DataCAD Plan Designer
If you're in the San Diego area of California, you can get a sneak preview of one
of our newest products geared to small
contractors and weekend warriors - DataCAD Plan Designer ($99.95). This product is available at Home Depot stores on
the West Coast. Plan Designer is geared
to individuals who want to explore CADD
designs, but don't require the advanced
features of DataCAD 7.
AEC Demo CD-ROM
We are producing a CD-ROM for
Cadkey AEC products and .....ould like to
include your DataCAD work in our

Finally, imagine this:
well as making the explanations for the existing
features easier to understand, adding several steps
and illustrations for the
actual use of the options.
The new tutorial fits
into the redesigned manuals like a glove. The layout is easy to read and
follow. The only significant problem I caught
with my 6rst impression
was that several basic and
more advanced features
were not covered, as with
the original Mastering
DataCAD tutorial
(included with DataCAD
4 and 5). One big zero to
note was in using Default
Drawings (never mentioned) and that setting
pens is an ~ Advanced
plotting feature."
However, a beginner
should be up and TUnlung happily in less
than two hours with
this simple guide.
More features
Other features that
make the new DataCAD 7 update especiallyattractiveare:
Direct AutoCAD file
importing (DWG
drawing files); network file locking; the
printing utility software Print-A-Plot
Professional; multiscale plotting; 3D
roof framing; support
for 50linetypesj full
screencapturetoa
file using [Ctrll [FlO];
the ability to link
templates directly to
tool bar icons; tool
bars capable of having
50 icons; read-only
symbol support (great
for CD users); the
TextScale option supporting a dynamic
scale by using [page
Up] and [Page
Down).
Figure 3: The new
Architecture menu

CADD gallery. We also would like to fearure these images on our World Wide
Web home page. If you are interested in
submitting your work (with full credit),
please contact me directly.
DataCAD Success Stories
We want ro hear about your success
with DataCAD. We are always looking for
application stories. If you or one of your
colleagues is doing something interesting
or unique with DataCAD, don't be bashful. Please let us know. In the upcoming
months you see some of OUT latest success
stories featured in Architectural and
CADD maf,'llzines.
Here's to a most prosperous '96, and
thank you for supporting DataCAD.
Communicate any way you can. As always,
e-mail is the best route:
1II11durflw@cndkey.co11l

for

just $2,495 you can own a state-of-the-art
software package that lets you get existing
and future paper drawings directly into
CADKEY - quickly and easily - and
put that skilled engineer back to work
doing the professional job he was trained
to do.
CADKEY Overlay® actually integrates
raster images into CADKEY part files
right within CADKEY. This unique
capability means you can produce CAD
engineering revisions of paper drawings
without unnecessary redrawing. A raster
image of the scanned drawing can be placed
on its own layer. Then you trace or redraw
only the sections that need modification .
CADKEY Overlay also lets you integrate
photographic images with your CAD
drawings.
CADKEY Overlay is flexible. You can
manipulate, save and plot the raster
images with the CADKEY part file. You
can pan, zoom, rotate, change color, snap
to raster images and more.
So you don't have to spend lots of time
and money to convert paper drawings.
With CADKEY Overlay, you can get back
to work. Real work, that is.
Software only $2,495. Call for pricing on
a complete system with D- or E-size
300dpi flatbed scanner.
For the name of your nearest dealer, call
509/928-5169.

CADKEY
overlay
CAOKEY OVERlAY is a tradamar1< of Softwara Ventures, Inc.
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